
 
This meeting and all communications between members is subject to the 

provisions of the Tennessee Open Meetings Act, TENN. CODE ANN. § 8-44-101, 
et seq. 

 

    AGENDA 
CIVIL SERVICE MERIT BOARD MEETING 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12, 2022 1:30 P.M. 

CONFERENCE ROOM 461, CITY COUNTY BUILDING 
 
 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
1. Approval of the Minutes of the previous business meeting held on 

Wednesday, December 8, 2021.  
 
REPORTS  
 
2. Reports regarding litigation. 
 
3. Staff Report. 

• Correction of information provided in last week’s meeting. 
• Rules update. 
• CTV request. 

  
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
4. Pursuant to CSMB 1805.1, request by Chief Eve Thomas and Civil 

Service Director that the minimum one (1) year of service as a Cadet 
be waived by the board for the following Cadets who will enter the March 
academy: 
• Hayden Proffitt - hire date 3/29/21 
• Jaycee Reff - hire date 3/29/21 

 
5. Pursuant to CSMB 1806, request by Chief Eve Thomas and Civil Service 

Director that the following Police Cadets, who will be attending the 
March 2022 academy, be certified as Police Officer Recruits as follows: 

 
• Hayden Proffitt be certified as a Police Officer Recruit on the 

academy start date contingent upon successful completion of any 
required pre- employment processes. 

• Jaycee Reff be certified as a Police Officer Recruit on the academy 
start date contingent upon successful completion of any required 
pre- employment processes. 

• Arim Ismail be certified as a Police Officer Recruit on or after 
turning 21 on 7/17/2022 contingent upon successful completion 
any required pre- employment  processes . 



 
 
 

 
This meeting and all communications between members is subject to the 
provisions of the Tennessee Open Meetings Act, TENN. CODE ANN. § 8-44-101, 
et seq.   
 

 
6. Report by CSMB attorney, Mike Winchester, to review and compare the 

content of the CSMB November Report to the Mayor’s Report and provide 
such comparison analysis for the CSMB’s discussion. 

 
7. Request by Councilwoman Amelia Parker to receive a copy of Mike 

Winchester's comparison report. 
 

OTHER BUSINESS 
Such other business as may come before this Board. 



Transcript 

December 08, 2021 CSMB Meeting 

Vick: I have to apologize to everyone.  Apparently, I missed one of the cables that was supposed to 
be plugged in. So that was completely my fault. I will probably never make that mistake again. 

Vicki: chuckles in laughter 

Amanda: Are we ready...Ready to get started? All right. The first uh matter of business today is the 
Public Hearing Agenda of the Civil Service Merit Board. So I’m want to call that portion of the meeting 
to order. We do have two individuals who have signed up to speak, and that’s Nicholas Bradshaw 
and Steve King. And I wanted to uh turn it over initially to Vicki Hatfield so that she can discuss the 
proposed rule changes with us, and then we can uhm see what Mr. Bradshaw and Mr. King have to 
say as well.  

Vick: Sure, and we have not done this in a very long time, uhm so is your preference that I just go 
through them all just kind of take each one and walk through them uh just with a description and then 
let anyone who signed up to speak, speak and let the Board ask questions or do you prefer to do 
them one at a time?  

Amanda: I think may be one at a time. What does the rest of the Board think? (inaudible) One at a 
time.  Is that okay with everyone?  

Vicki: And I might suggest we do 15 and 21 together because they are very they’re in tandem. 
They’re basically accomplishing the same thing. If that’s okay?  Um so we’ll start with uhm 15 and 21 
uhm, these are changes to how we do uhm uniform, uhm testing and eligibility register.  And to let 
you know why this change even came about, uhm it was actually in a conversation with Firefighters 
that were expressing some frustration over uhm,  basically they were saying if you are someone who 
tests, you get on the register, you get on the referral, but you’re never selected.  It’s frustrating to 
them because then they have to test over.  Basically, they said, we test over and over and over and 
over, knowing we probably aren’t going to get selected. And it’s very frustrating uhm to the question… 

Amanda:  I think everyone knows where in the packets these items are but… 

Vicki: Oh yeah sorry.. 

Amanda: Article 15 is a tab 5 in the packet, and then Article 21 is a tab 6. I just wanted to check. 

Vicki: Yeah, they are in the pack…Uhm in your notebook where they would appear in the regular 
agenda. Uhm so, the question was posed to me, Is there anything that could be done to make this 
process a little more,  just easier on employees, uhm so at that point, I’ve just sort of did some 
brainstorming uh I worked with uh Chief Thomas and with Chief Sharp because I certainly don’t want 
to do anything that they would think was, you know a negative, would have a negative impact on their 
testing. Uhm, in so working with uh with them, they took proposed ideas, at that point they were just 
ideas uh back to their employees, to kind of work with them to get their feedback to see how they felt 
about it. And basically, what we tried to do was to balance this desire of the employees which...I think 



  
 
what they wanted was a test onetime and then I just stay on the register forever. And I don’t have to 
take that test again. Uh because the tests are hard, they have to do a lot of study, a lot of preparation. 
uh I can see where doing that every two years might get frustrating to someone who doesn’t get 
selected, uhm but the Chiefs,  you know from their perspective and from supervisors perspective they 
want to make sure their employees  are staying current on their knowledge that they’re staying in the 
books, that they  know what they need to know and they are just not  basically cramming for a test  
and then forgetting the material  essentially.  So what you see here in 15,  and 21 is uhm  that happy 
medium that employees seems satisfied with and the Chiefs felt was going to meet their needs as 
well.  So essentially without going through them.…and I will go through them in detail but in a general 
sense what we are proposing is that the uh uniform testing for promotions be conducted on an annual 
basis,  right now it’s conducted as requested and the soonest is every two years.  So we never do it 
sooner than every two years, because that register lives for two years.   And typically, that 
department will draw off that register for two years until it expires.  But once it expires, they may not 
have any current vacancies so it will not be tested again until they actually have a need or a vacancy. 
So it could be 2 ½ years, it could be three years, in between testing uh before  we do that again. Uhm 
the downside for employees there, and so the reason we are proposing to do that testing every year 
is let’s say I missed the cut off  to test by a month. You know my years of service, I just missed it by a 
month and I can’t take the test this time.  I might have to wait 2 to 3 years to take that test again.   If 
we are offering it every year, those employees that just missed the cut off will they know when they 
will have another opportunity and that opportunity is going to be sooner. Uhm the other advantage for 
employees, is that they know when this testing is going to be.  Right now, its random, they have no 
idea, uhm and so to do what they need to do to prepare for it, they may only have 30 days’ notice.  If 
they know that hey, Civil Service is going to post for a Master Firefighter in the fall, they know to be 
preparing for that. Uhm and that is going to make that process better for them.  So that’s the reason 
for the move to annual testing. Uhm, The second piece in addition to doing testing on an annual 
basis, is then once an employee passes that exam and goes on the eligibility register; he or she will 
stay on the register for five years. And like I said that was really just a happy medium.  There’s no 
rhyme or reason to that exact five-year number. Uh employees obviously wanted it to be forever.  It 
was two years and so really just that kind of was the chiefs working with their rank and file and their  
supervisors to find a number that seemed reasonable, uhm satisfied in what we’re trying to do but 
didn’t go so long that employees, you know didn’t weren’t still current uh in the material and the 
knowledge that they need to have. Uhm so, specifically what is changed in article 15, we are simply 
removing the language under the requisition portion that they can make those selections uh for a 
period of two years.  We’re just leaving that silent there because that has been picked up in article 21 
where we extend it to five years.  So there is no need to repeat it here.  So there we are just leaving it 
silent, uhm because that does say that you know if another rule somewhere else,  provides that they 
stay on the register for longer,  then they do. So we are really just deferring at this point to then to 
article uhm 21. So In art,.. So that’s all that changed in 15, just removing that from 15. In 21, uhm the 
first change that you see is for length of placement on the register.  And that’s where uhm we are 
specifying it from non-uniform that’s remaining two years on the register where for these promotional 
positions in police and fire it’s going to go to five years.  The rationale behind not making the same 
change for non-uniform, is that an obvious question, why not do it for general government 
employees? Uhm and I am going to try to explain what’s in my head uhm, that we know in practice as 
well as I can explain it to you guys.  Uhm the promotions that we are talking about establishing a five-
year register for are.…what I refer… the best phrase that I can use are the competitive promotions 
meaning, there are a limited number of opportunities and there are more applicants than that number 



  
 
competing for it.  So we may have 20 eligible candidates and 4 actual promotions.  So they are 
actually vying for these positions. Uhm they are limited in number, they promote in groups,  and the 
positions, the descriptions of these positions, the duties, the qualifications remain extremely static 
over time. They rarely change. Uhm for non-uniform, or general government positions, those 
promotions more often than not are what I would call,.. they’re not  necessarily competitive.  I’m not  
competing against Amanda to get this promotion. Typically promotions in General Government are:  I 
have an Engineer I, who has met the requirements for Engineer II.  So I am putting them.… I’m 
vetting them through the process  to ensure they are promotable,  and then I’m promoting them. I 
have three uhm Equipment Technicians,  who are ready for Equipment Technician II,  we put them 
through the process, all three  are then promoted. So it’s very uncommon for it to actually be what 
would be a competitive.  We are competing for a limited vacancy and there are several of us. Uh 
typically General Government departments promote people to the next level when they are ready.  So 
having a five-year register will not serve the same purpose there. The other reason is those jobs 
change more frequently. The duties, qualifications change more rapidly overtime. And having a five-
year register in those would probably lead to more cases where we would have to go in and abolish a 
register because we have this big list of people who have been lingering on it for four years and now 
we’ve made a change. It’s going to require that they come off so we can start over. Uhm so it’s not as 
applicable to General Government because typically they promote as they are ready.  Uhm that’s 
what’s going to happen more often than not. Uhm so that’s the first changes is only doing it in those 
positions where we are we are talking about a competitive promotional process. The reason recruit is 
excluded obviously is because recruit is something, that’s a whole different animal. That’s something 
that we’re doing twice a year, you want that to be a fresh list. I…I can’t imagine that Police or Fire 
would want a  recruit applicant to stay on that register for five years without coming in  and going 
through that PPT  and the physical test, uhm making sure, because  you can pass a PPT today and 
who knows what happens in five years uhm so  those we need to stay very current.  Uhm so that’s 
why recruit is excluded.  If you will thumb through the next time you will see is 2109.6 is the next 
change.  And that’s basically just where its specifying for Fire, so promotions in this section, fire has 
its own section, Police has its own section. This is the fire section and it’s specifying uh each of those 
ranks that we would do annual testing for. You will notice that we already do annual testing for Senior 
Firefighter that’s why that’s just still there.  We’re just adding that in for everything else. Uhm, and the 
thing to note here, and again it’s changing that uhm, it’s  changing  that to an annual testing and that 
uhm if someone doesn’t meet uhm,  if we have no candidates and sometimes that does happen.  
Sometimes it’s time to post for senior firefighter.  Maybe we haven’t hired a class in couple of years 
and no one’s ready.   We don’t do the testing if there are no eligible candidates.  So that’s one of the 
things that we go in and assess each time.   Do we have people who will meet these requirements 
and if so then we will post that on an annual basis.   Senior Firefighter is one of those non-
competitives.  Everyone who tests for senior firefighter and  passes is promoted. So that is, that’s we 
are treating it different than these others.  Uhm there’s no, there’s no need they, they all promote.  
They test, they pass, they promote.  Uhm so that is, that specific change.  Let’s go to the next change 
which is 2113.8.2 uh and this is  for the same, the same provision  but specifically to Police so uh 
you’ll notice that it says we do uhm, bi-annual testing for PO I through IV.  That is not actually a 
change we do that right now.  It’s just not in the rules. So it just felt like a good time to pop it in there  
since we were putting this in there for everyone else. Uhm, so we do test currently for PO I through IV 
twice a year provided that we have eligible candidates.  Uhm, and again, that is just like Senior 
Firefighter everyone, who passes that test, barring a disciplinary action, is promoted at that time. So 
that is not going to be something that’s competing for a limited number of spots.  It’s kind of like the 



  
 
general government promotions where if you’re ready, you take the test, you passed the test, you’re 
then promoted. Uhm, but we are then adding in the annual testing for Sergeant, Lieutenant, Captain, 
and Deputy Chief so that we can establish those registers. Uhm then any, any requisitions that come 
in during the year would be filled from that existing register, but we do that testing on an annual basis 
to add anybody who was newly eligible uhm to that. That’s what that change is. The other change is, 
and this is unrelated. But it was, since we were changing this rule, it’s something that the chief has 
needed for some time, uhm the next rule you’ll notice is Accelerated Advancement. We formally had 
an Accelerated Advancement program for Police, where if I am a law enforcement officer, with prior 
experience and I am hired as a Police Officer Recruit so everyone, it doesn’t matter  you could have 
been an officer for 20 years you’re still coming in as a recruit.  Everyone comes in as a recruit.  Our 
prior program was what we called Accelerated Advancement  where once I’ve been hired and I’ve 
graduate the Academy,  then a review committee went in and looked at my prior service and gave me 
a certain amount of credited Service.  So essentially, KPD would go in and look at the service they 
had prior to coming to KPD,  see what qualified as transfers...sort of  like transferring college credits. 
What transfers. Uhm, and then they could get a certain amount of credit toward promotional exams. 
So, that is what Accelerated Advancement did.  It allows me to sit for promotional exam sooner. 
That’s all I get.  I don’t automatically get promoted but maybe if I’ve only been here for a year, but I 
have two years of credit at service  I can then (inaudible)  apply  for the PO I  sooner  than the rest of 
the class that I started with. Uhm, because we now have what’s called the lateral entry program. 
That’s what we are doing instead. Uhm now instead of taking everyone through the same process of 
the  academy, uhm we are actually bringing in, kind of bringing in  two separate groups. Uhm, we 
have our regular recruits and then we have our lateral entry recruits.  Lateral entry recruits are then 
fast tracked.  Uhm, they do a shorter academy and when they graduate they actually get a pay 
supplement at that time.  They get a bump up. So that’s what we’re doing instead of this. So uhm 
basically the Chief didn’t want it to be both. Uhm  because it’s kind of unfair to current employees to 
have, or,  they’re now.…If I’m now a lateral  and I come through and I get a big bump in salary,  and 
then I can promote and that’s creating some inequities.  So we want it to be one or the other.  So 
Accelerated  Advancement uhm, has already been applied to anyone  that it would ever apply to.   So 
at this point if you are brought in as a lateral, you’re going to go through that process as a lateral 
instead of uhm  the accelerated advancement  so uhm that’s what that change is. If you have any 
questions on that one, they might better be directed to the Chief. Uhm, (Chuckles) But what I will tell 
you is the uhm, they did uhm, I know that the uhm, Chief Sharp and Chief Thomas did talk to their 
folks about these changes uhm several times. They actually went back, back and forth several times 
on them.  Uhm they talked to each other because I wanted to make sure they were in agreement. I 
didn’t  want to do something that one of them wanted and the other one didn’t so they  talked to each 
other to be sure they were both comfortable with what we were doing. Uh and I did send these to the 
police and fire reps to make sure that they knew and had an opportunity to ask any questions or voice 
any concerns about it.  So really, what we’re doing here is, is something that I was trying to do to the 
benefit of the employee.  Allow them to test sooner,  uhm and stay on that register longer.  So, that’s 
that and a very long winded nutshell. 

Amanda: Does Mr. Bradshaw or Mr. King, do either of you want to speak on article 15 or 21?  No?  
Does the Board have questions about either of these articles and proposed changes No?  

Vicki: (inaudible) All right so, Article 25 is just us uh changing that class comp rule in response to the 
new Administrative Rule that basically replaces this one.  Mostly what you see are redlines. Uh for the 
most part this rule simply needs to come out. Uhm I think I left four.  I..I suggested leaving four items 



  
 
in there that I think are important to the Board. Uhm, and one is just, and, and  this is what we do 
now. We already said this is what we already do.  But I just think it’s just good to have it in, in our 
rules. Uhm, one is when a new position is created just make sure we know.  The reason for that is 
because we have to then go in and uh create a selection process for that.  And uh Dr. Drummond’s 
staff, they let us know when we have something new (inaudible) even if uh, uh they give us that job 
analysis as soon as they have it ready so that we then can do our part. Uh, so we already do this, I 
just felt like that it was good to just go ahead and leave that in there. Uhm, same with abolishing a 
position, this triggers activities again that we have to do. When a position is abolished, uh if there are 
incumbents in that position, I then have to go through and do a job history, create those, uh look at 
those layoff and retention registers, uhm if there are individuals in it, basically looking at what 
happens to those, those employees. Uhm, and that can trigger some of our layoff rules. Uhm, the 
third thing that kind of hung in here is uh 2503 changes in duties of positions, that’s similar to creating 
a new position.  Anytime there is a change in the qualifications or the existing duties, Uhm, HR gives 
us an updated job analysis so that we can go in, we have to go in posting documents we might have 
to amend the selection procedures. Uhm so that’s just keeping that notice in there as a requirement, 
something that we will do.  Uhm, that is something that’s already in practice.  That’s what they do. 
And just reiterating, you know that coming from our perspective you know,from HR’s  perspective   
departments need to maintain the integrity of the classification, uhm  as written from our perspective,  
is making sure that, that’s being maintained to ensure that merit principles aren’t violated.  That 
someone’s not working in a capacity that wouldn’t be supported by the merit system. So just leaving 
that in there with that provision for kind of more to our uhm our part of that process. And, let’s see we 
have uh and then the reclassification part. Uhm really just sort of uh reworded two pieces of that to 
basically say you know to keep that part, that the reclassification uhm, cannot circumvent the merit 
system uhm and that if it’s determined to circumvent the merit system or is, is uhm you know, seems 
like it does, then I will report that to the Board.  Uhm and that’s pretty much I think we’ve all agreed on 
that  as a requirement of the charter anyway.  Uhm, so they just keep making that a part of our rules.  
Uhm and then the Civil Service status of the incumbent employee, I feel like that was important uhm 
because probationary periods are uh (inaudible) basically to gain Civil Service status. So, I only serve 
a probationary period to get Civil Service status in a classification.  So I feel like the waiver of a civil 
service probationary period would be subject to the board agreeing  that such a reclassification is 
appropriate  under the merit system. Uhm so that’s just really just sort of restating  what we’ve kind of 
already agreed  that uh you know,  if it is a reclassification that doesn’t violate merit systems 
obviously than that employee then would not be subject to that probationary period. And that’s it 
everything else is just gone.   There is only four things left. And I changed the title to just classification 
changes because that’s mostly what this is about, so.  And that’s, that’s that one.  And we will.… 
(inaudible) 

Amanda:  Mr. Bradshaw did you want to speak to Article 25?  

Nick Bradshaw: Sure, yeah. I’ll sit up here.  

Amanda: Okay sure, yeah that’s great.  

Debbie: Where’s the Bible? 

Nick Bradshaw: (Inaudible)  

Vicki: Still learning, still learning. 



  
 
Nick: Thank you. 

Nick: Yeah, I would like to thank the Board for doing the uh.… 

Mike Winchester:  State your name please. 

Nick Bradshaw: Yes sir, my name is Nicholas Bradshaw; I’m the Director of Fleet Services for the City 
of Knoxville.  I just want to thank you guys for having the, having a hearing and inviting input.   I 
appreciate the opportunity.   I would just like to say as a department, head I have some concerns over 
the uhm proposed changes to article 25. Uhm primarily my concerns revolve around, there were 
inconsistencies between uh the proposed rule and corresponding provision of Administrative Rule 2 
uh, which covers the same topics. Uh HR emailed Directors and all city employees to notify us the 
changes made by the Mayor to Administrative Rule 2 not, not very long ago and uh, it’s fresh on my 
mind because I’ve been reviewing the changes with my leader ship team as we, as we do when rule 
changes come out, uh just to make sure we understand and are aware of what those rules are. Uhm, 
so first off let me acknowledge. There are a lot of rules right? Uhm, between the charter, uh, the Code 
of Ordinances, the Admin Rules, the uh Merit Board Rules and Regs, uh our own departmental 
policies.  Our handbooks can be a bit unwieldy at times. Uhm but it’s part of uh part of my job, part of 
our job to understand and enforce those rules. Uh that’s something I take seriously, uh, I just, it would 
make my job a lot easier if the rules could be as streamlined as they possibly could and also 
consistent with each other.  Uh, to that end, I mean just after a quick review, of the proposed changes 
in rule 25, I can’t help but notice the proposed changes duplicate the text that were in Administrative 
Rule 2 uh to a large extent,  but with some important modifications (inaudible) they don’t match. Uh, 
just for example, you know we don’t need to read all of this. Uh (inaudible) but uh the 2501 the 
creation of new positions, it restates and changes the text of Admin Rule 2.03.03. Uh, Rule 2502, the 
Abolishment of a Position restates and changes some of the text, uh to Admin Rule 2.03.04. Uh Merit 
Board Rule 2503, which changes the duties of the positions restates and changes some text for 
Admin Rule 2.04.01, and then uh, Merit Board Rule 2504 under the Reclassification Of A Position 
restates and changes some text from uh, Admin Rule 2.04.02. Uh, some of the changes are not 
insignificant, uhm for example uhm, the abolishment of a position uh, I’ll just read this for for, for 
reference, the current Administrative Rule, which I’ve been training my staff on, 2.03.04 uh, 
“Whenever it is the intention of a Department Head to abolish a position or positions, the Department 
Head shall notify the Director of HR of such intent.  As applicable, the Director of HR shall coordinate 
with the Merit Board consistent with Article 29 of the Merit Board Rules and Regs.  In no case will a 
position be abolished for the sole purpose of terminating an employee, rather than appropriately filing 
disciplinary charges.”  That is the Admin Rule that we’ve just been given. 

 
Mike Winchester: Excuse me.  Did you read that as 29?  
 
Nick Bradshaw: 2.03.04 

Mike Winchester: What cross reference did you use?  

Nick Bradshaw: The cross-reference uh, the redline document that Vicki had sent in the email uh, is 
uh Merit Board Rule 2502. I think it was the former 2503.04.  But under the new number, it’s listed 
2502.  Also, entitled Abolishment of a Position. The same title as the uh Admin Rule. I’ll read the 
words just back to back so you can see some of the similarities and differences.  “Whenever it is the 
intention of a Department Head to abolish a position or positions, the Department Head (Director of 
Human Resources) shall notify the Civil Service Merit Board (through the Civil Service Director) of 
such intent in accordance with Article 29 of these rules and regulations. In no case will a position be 



  
 
abolished for the sole purpose of terminating an employee, rather than appropriately filing disciplinary 
charges.” Uh, so the doc, the, the rules have the same title, they say largely the same thing.  A couple 
of words changed right? But the words are significant 1, we have to report to HR and 1, we have to 
report to Civil Service. Uh, several of, of the other rules have a similar title.  Similar issues throughout. 
(Inaudible) 

Vicki: Can I speak to that one? That one I think is easy, because I agree with Nick. (Chuckles) You’ll 
notice, I just didn’t change ours.  I just left it in there without going back and doing a side-by-side 
comparison and, I don’t see any reason not to change department head to Director of HR. I see no 
reason not to make that same change. That just was inadvertent. And know that if we do make any 
amendments, we do have to…and I didn’t necessarily know that this might be passed today.  This is 
to kind of get feedback and get it the way it needs to be. If we do make amendments, we will have to 
do another hearing. So if you do want to make that change.  But I...I don’t disagree that, that would be 
a perfectly suitable thing.  I just. I just didn’t change ours.   

Amanda: In that reference, the department head reference that would be changed as the second line. 

Vicki: Yeah, that 2502. Uh um. 

Amanda: Yeah, but the second… 

Vicki: I just left our rule intact without recognizing that it had changed in the Admin Rules to specify 
HR.  And so I don’t see any reason not to change that to I did that to get that information from HR.  

Bill: So basically, what you are saying is these will not obviously not be in conflict.  

Vicki: Right. I think that’s absolutely…That’s just something I didn’t notice.  

Amanda: So the first reference to department head that’s in that very first line, would stay there.   

Vicki: Uh’um. 

Amanda: But then the second in the second line that would be HR notifying Civil Service Merit Board 
in lieu of the department head’s sending a separate notice to the Merit Board.  

Vicki: Right. I, I agree that’s appropriate.  

Nick: Should I continue? 

Amanda: Yes.   

Nick: So, yeah, there’s several, several like that.  You know, I think I’ve already mentioned the 
corresponding uh...Hopefully I’m communicating what, what I’m seeing. I’m getting 2 sets of rules that 
are very very similar, but not quite the same. Uh, so there’s also some confusing language I wanted 
to uh address and uh or at least uh bring to your attention as a concern of mine uh added to the 
proposed reclassification rule about the determination being made regarding approved 
reclassifications that circumvent the promotional process that are  reported to the Merit Board. Uh, to 
me there was no real description of this discrimination process, uh  but it does say  it’s supposed to 
be reported to the board which means I mean I…I inferred from that the Board isn’t making the 
determination so I didn’t really understand.  If the board is not making the determination, that I…I 
don’t know who is so, I just felt like, that, that, that’s sentence was uh awkwardly, awkwardly written 
and difficult to understand.  And I wanted to express that concern.  Uh this is the sentence in the 
reclassification or any reclassification that is approved and is determined to be the circumvention of 



  
 
the promotional process shall promptly be reported to the Civil Service Merit Board by the Civil 
Service Director. Uhm. So, I..I guess I just wanted to say  I appreciate that transitions can be uh tricky 
and I know the old Merit Board Rule 25 was uh, more or less removed and uh, transformed into 
what’s now admin rule 2  that we are being trained on.  Uh that was the result of I guess the 
ordinance change last year and the creation of the HR Department. Uh, generally speaking, I just I 
would like to convey that I think it’s preferable for a particular rule or a policy to live in the, to sort of 
live in one place and not be duplicated in multiple sets of rules if possible.  But, if it’s necessary to 
have rules or policies to reside in multiple places, uh, I think it would be better if those were, at the 
very least would be consistent with each other. Uh, I think I would appreciate that as someone who is 
in charge of enforcing the rules.  Uh, helps me to know what the rules say, if they are going to be in 
multiple locations, so be it.  But it would be super if they were consistent for ease of enforcement. 
Uhm, so what we’ve got here uh, uh as I read it, uh, I noticed came out, basically 2 sets of rules that 
live in different places  that are meant to govern the same process,  uh they have similar, similar, 
similar names similar title rules uh that protect different and that really just muddies the waters  and 
it’s confusing uh so as I said,  as someone charge with  managing personnel and enforcing these 
policies uh, you know the proposed changes to article 25  we’re not uh  we’re not something I was 
very comfortable with. So I appreciate the Board taking the time to listen to those concerns and uh.… 

Amanda:  Thank you.  

Bill: Can I ask you Nick, what to what would you prefer to, to have one separate or to have two the 
same verbiage possibly appearing in two different places but, no conflict basically? 

Nick: That yeah, yeah... 

Bill: For clarity for your sake. 

Nick: Exactly, uh, I mean my preference would be to have one set of rules right.  We could streamline 
them as much as we can and not have to have learn multiple. That would be better.  Now that’s not 
always possible and I realize that.  But, if we do have to have rules in multiple places, uh, that they 
could at least be consistent or say the same thing.  Uh, you know that makes, that makes 
enforcement and training a lot easier.  Yeah, so if I, uh I’m already training on the Admin Rule, uh you 
know and uh I’m  trying to get comfortable with that,  because there are some changes in that too. Uh 
so uhm, that would be, that would be my preference.  

Amanda: Anybody else have questions? Uh, is yes.… 

Stephanie:  Can? I would, can we uh delay this?  Is this something that has to be certain today, like 
we are (inaudible) conversation. 

Amanda:  No, no it, this. This is the purpose of having this format is so that we can look at proposed 
changes, hear from members of the public, make suggested edits if necessary. The only thing in 
modifying this is it will require a second public hearing. We can’t have a change go into final effect at 
a board meeting unless the public has an opportunity to comment. So we would just have a second 
round basically uhm.  

Bill: So we could delay, and so these could uh be ironed out for next time if.... 

Amanda:  Definitely I, I think I mean, the hope had been, before the Administrative Rules were 
passed that these type of things would be ironed out before the Administrative Rules went into effect. 



  
 
But, because those have already been passed, uhm, I mean we acknowledged that they should be 
coordinated.  It’s just kind of difficult to do that when we don’t have input on that part of the process. 

Mike: K, What you’ll have to do is, it’s your board meeting (clears throat) that follows this. You simply 
won’t adopt these changes, you’ll postpone, you’ll, you won’t rule, you won’t vote on adopting. 

Bill:   But there is no action here. It’s at the board meeting. 

Mike:  No. That no. There’s no deliberation here.  We are just here to listen and ask questions. 

Bill:   So we could, once we got to the board meeting, an option would be to delay. 

Mike:  Absolutely. 

Amanda:  Yes, now I do have a question for Mr. Winchester.  If there was no issue with the  first two 
articles that we reviewed,  can those be voted on and just leave article 25? 

Mike: At our meeting to follow? Yes. 

Amanda: Okay. Okay… 

George: Madam Chair can I make one comment? 

Amanda: (inaudible) okay, okay 

Vicki:  Just to respond to uhm Nick’s concerns on that second part. So we, I only noted those two 
conflicts and the first one I agree uhm that was just inadvertent because I just left our rule intact. 
Uhm, and on the reclassification rule uhm, I…I agree that the way it is worded it sounds like I am 
making a decision about whether or not it is a circumvention.  I would be alerting the board and the 
board uhm would basically be making that decision. So it might be better to amend this one to say 
something like uhm any reclassification that is approved and is determined  to be a potential 
circumvention, that I bring that before the board. Uhm, and the reason that I too wish that  we just had 
one set of rules.  But the reason I think we’re going to be required to have two sets on some things as 
Amanda said, we wanted to coordinate these, do them together so that we could put them out 
together with no conflicts.  Unfortunately, we were not given that opportunity. So we’re in a reactive 
position.  We just basically have to try to fix ours after the fact.  Uhm, the reason we have to go 
through this process,  because if you haven’t been through this fun process before,  this is how we 
amend our rules. So our process is very different,  uhm than the administrative rule process. Every 
time we want to change one of our rules, we’ll do this public hearing, uhm  I will have some sort of a 
proposal that may, or may not be the final form.  Uhm, anyone who wants to come and speak to 
those, will speak.  The board will discuss, and then at the meeting, you guys will either adopt it as 
written or, then we make proposed changes and I will bring those back  for another meeting. So this 
is just our normal process. It’s a little more cumbersome, but it’s just to ensure everyone has 
adequate input, uh, to any changes we make, and the reason I think we’re going to be forced to have 
duel rules on certain things just like we’ve always had two rules on discipline, and it’s because the 
Civil Service piece of discipline is completely different than the administrative piece of discipline, so 
they have their own rule on discipline and we have our own rule on discipline. So the issue is these 
few rules that are left in here are basically addressing the Civil Service piece of these things where 
the Admin rule only addresses the administrative piece. So, I do think on some things there will 
always be a need for a specific rule that’s specific to the issues that are unique to Civil Service. So 
that’s why there will be some, some need for duplication in certain areas just as we’ve always had. 



  
 
George: Madam chair, can I make a comment? 

Amanda: Certainly, yes. 

George: I appreciate it. Um, going back to the issue of collaborating on the Administrative Rules, this 
was, um, a clarification I tried to make in the last meeting and I may not have been successful at it. 
Um, Administrative Rule 2 which is what Mr. Bradshaw was referring to when he was saying that 
some of these proposed changes duplicate or conflict, uh, with an Admin Rule, it’s… it’s Rule 2 that 
he’s, he’s referring to, um. Consistent with the HR ordinance, the Mayor put the draft of Rule 2 out for 
comment, uh, for at least a 10 day period, uh, earlier this year in February if I recall. And um, so, you 
know, the draft was known. It, it was not, you know, this was not, um, prepared in secret or 
something. And in fact, Dr. Hatfield sent very good comments on the draft of Administrative Rule 2. 
She sent it on February 25th, and it was several paragraphs. Um, you know, not every suggestion that 
she made went into Admin Rule 2, but at the same time, she began her comments by saying that she 
thought Rule 2 looked pretty good, uh, to begin with. So, um, and… and I guess in a more particular 
point, the changes that are before the board today were not suggested back in February when that 
comment period was open. This duplicative language was, was not on the table prior, uh, to this 
packet being sent to the board, uh, just before Thanksgiving. So, I think there was an opportunity uh, 
if these particular changes were thought necessary, to try to figure out how to incorporate them into 
Admin Rule 2 or to come up with some division of labor between Admin Rule 2 and the Merit Board 
Rules, but they just weren’t suggested at the time, um, and instead what was suggested was 
described as minor, not significant, you know, and it looked pretty good. So, um, I, I just want to be 
clear here, there… its not that there was a lack of willingness or interest in trying to, you know, deal 
with the changes that may be before you right now, it’s just that they weren’t known, that they weren’t 
on the table at all, um, and so that’s why Admin Rule 2 doesn’t reflect them or couldn’t have, you 
know, because it, it was not part of the drafting process that went into Admin Rule 2, um, so I hope 
that adds some clarity to this discussion about, uh, where the duplication comes from and why. Thank 
you.  

Amanda: Bill? 

Bill: I just… the point of conducting the meeting one, I want to say, you know, I’ve had a long standing 
conflict so I have to leave about 3:00 so I want to make sure we’re at least aware of that. Uh, but 
secondly, it seems to me we’re almost in the deliberative part rather than the hearing part right now, 
and I wonder if we.. if.. if.. if that (inaudible) What part is this discussion relevant to the meeting… 

Mike: This is a discussion we should be having in our next meet... in the following meeting.. 

Bill: In the fol… Okay. That’s, that’s what I wanted.. 

Mike: We’ve already had it, and that’s fine, but we need to move on with the public hearing unless we 
have questions for this witness. 

Bill: Right, okay. Thank you, that’s, that’s.. 

Amanda: Thank you. Mr. King, did you have anything further? 

Steve King: I just have a… Steve King, um, City Employees’ Association Representative. I’ll stand 
here so George can see me. I know.. I know he’s missed seeing me. So, I guess it goes without 
saying that employees get nervous when Civil Service Rules are amended, and so I just wanted to, 
uh, lay that on the Merit Board that employees look to you to protect our, uh, Civil Service system and 



  
 
we appreciate, uh, the Board, Vicki, Mike, uh, doing that. Um, I.. I think there, there will.. there are.. I.. 
I worked as a manager in the City since 1981 so I’ve used Administrative Rules and I’ve used Civil 
Service Merit Board Rules and I can tell you when an employee is disciplined, uh, management uses 
the Admin Rules, the employee in defense of the discipline in the grievance uses Civil Service Merit 
Board Rules. So, uh, employees are interested in, in changes and we appreciate what you’re doing 
and we appreciate the opportunity to come and speak on this. That’s all I have to say. Thank you 

Amanda: Thank you. Any other questions from Board members? I think that concludes the public 
hearing portion of the meeting and we’ll move into the board meeting next. The agenda for the Board 
meeting is after tab one. And the first item of business is approval of the minutes for the November 
10th meeting, and those are in your packet immediately behind the agenda. If I could have a motion to 
approve those… 

Bill: So moved.. move to approve. 

Amanda: Got a second?  

Debbie raises hand) 

Amanda: All in favor? 

Stephanie, Debbie, Bill, Amanda: Aye 

Amanda: Any opposed? Okay, those are approved. Reports on litigation, uh, George Shields, do you 
have anything to report? 

George: Um, nothing of great significance I think this time. Uh there.. there has been one case that’s 
been resolved recently, it was handled by our outside council not… not internal to the Law 
Department, so um, it wasn’t even something that had been, uh, on the agenda for updates in the 
past, um, this is a… a matter that arose out of the Fleet Services Department. Um, it was a 
complicated set of facts, uh, it would probably take more time, uh, than… than any of my reports ever 
have to walk you through it all but the bottom line is that it’s been resolved amicably, um, and, uh, we 
don’t anticipate any further, um, further issues to arise out of it. 

Amanda: Okay, thank you. Mr. Winchester? 

Mike: I have no litigation to report.  

Amanda: Okay, great. Next, we have a staff report. 

Vicki: Just a few updates. Uh, I wanted to let you guys know that we wrapped up the testing for Police 
Recruit and I wanted to give our staff a little bit of kudos because they actually got that wrapped up 
and got that referral to KPD ahead of schedule, and that was a lot of work on, uh, particularly Kent 
and, uh, Missi and Laura in getting that out and so they actually got it out ahead of schedule which I 
think made KPD very happy. Um, so that is… that is in the hands of KPD now, um, I wanted to 
introduce our, uh, new employee, Ava Kelly, she is over here in the corner. Uh, she is in the newly 
created position of Civil Service Office Manager. So essentially, she does all of those things that were 
left, uh… that were left when the department split and we had.. we basically had this, this massive 
function that didn’t fit in any one job so they are now created into, uh, Ava’s position. Ava joins us 
from the Law Department, um, and we are very excited to have her. Her official first day is actually 
Monday, uh, but she is with us for training purposes already, so we are very happy to have her on 
board. The only other thing I wanted to ask, and this is not on here because it just came up, but I 



  
 
think it’s okay to just throw in here informally, I have been asked, uh, if, um, the board would be 
agreeable to CTV, uh, broadcasting the meetings. Apparently they have this room set up to do that, 
they’ve been doing that, and they have an interest in doing that. Um, so, I don’t know if that needs to 
be an official agenda item, or if it’s kind of an informal, uh, it’s just an informal request of CTV to 
broadcast the Civil Service Merit Board Meetings, so I didn’t know if that needed to be put on a future 
agenda, or if that’s something that can be an informal request.  

Bill: I suggest we just do it. 

Mike: Uh, I think that’s up to the board because, uh, there’s no restriction on how public you want to 
make the meetings, so I mean, uh, if there are people who want to watch it on TV, we should at least 
tell them in advance I would think, but... 

Bill: Do you know if their intent is to… to, uh, have it air live… 

Vicki: I don’t… I want to say it was… 

Bill: You know we did, years ago, the KCDC (inaudible) meetings they started, uh, filming and, but, 
they weren’t done live, they would just come by… 

Vicki: That I’ll have to clarify. My.. I want to say it was a live feed… 

Bill: Given it’s in this building, the technology, I imagine it’s probably live, but… 

Vicki: I think it is because of the way the room is set up. 

Bill: I think it’s a good idea myself. I don’t know if we need to vote, I mean I guess we do. 

Amanda: And I… but this format it would have.. it would be in addition to this format, or… 

Vicki: It would basically… yes. 

Amanda: Okay. So people would still be able to… 

Vicki: And I’m not sure, I would have to clarify with them, but my assumption would be it’s feeding in 
through whatever we’re using here. 

Amanda: Okay. 

Vicki: Like and there wouldn’t be a separate camera… 

Bill: (inaudible) … the capacity of people to… to go both ways rather than… 

Amanda: We do. 

Bill: (inaudible) direction. 

Amanda: Yeah. So I guess as long as that wasn’t impacted, that… does anybody else have thoughts 
on it? 

Mike: Would that just mean there would be a broader group of people who could jump… you would 
need a computer to watch it… 

Amanda: You could watch it on television. 

 



  
 
Bill: Anybody could see the council meetings on whatever channel… Comcast.. as well as a 
computer, you could see it, through CTV. 

Mike: Well see that would… that would… that would increase the potential… 

Debbie: You can watch it on U-Verse too. 

Bill: Huh? 

Debbie: You can watch it on U-Verse too, not just Comcast. 

Mike: That would increase the viewing opportunity… 

Debbie: Equal opportunity… 

Mike: Because a lot of people don’t have computers, they’ve… they’ve all got TVs. 

Vicki: So no one objects? If… if not, I’ll just tell them if they want to do that, they’re free to do that. 

Mike: They need to tell us so that you can put that in your notices. 

Vicki: if they’re going to do that… I will do that…. I will… 

Amanda: Do we need to take a vote on that? 
 
Mike: I would think you would because I don’t think that’s in our rules anywhere, that’s just not 
contemplated. Now again, I don’t know really what are you voting on? Voting to just make it more 
public and put it on TV if you can? I’m not sure what… 
 
Amanda: I believe just… I would guess just specific to this request. Don’t you think? Because there 
might be some other format that we can’t even envision now would be maybe not acceptable I… I 
don’t know.  

Bill: If we make the motion that it’s the will of the board to support the CTV broadcast of the… the 
meetings… 

Amanda: Yes, would you like to make that motion?  

Bill: I would make that motion. 

Amanda: Okay, do I have a second? 
 
Debbie: I guess. 

Amanda: Any further… any further discussion on this topic? No? All in favor? 

Stephanie, Debbie, Bill, Amanda: Aye 

Amanda: Any opposed? 

Vicki: And I will get specific details, um, and report them to you at the next meeting so that we know 
exactly what they’re going to be doing... 

 



  
 
Debbie: That would be awesome since we just voted on it. It’d be awesome to tell us what we voted 
on the next time… 

Mike: the thing we can’t do is say we’re going to put it on TV and then not, for some reason, they 
don’t do it. 

Vicki: Right, right, so, okay. I will… I will check back in with Will to see what those specifics are. 

Amanda: Um, new business. Report by the Civil Service Director on the Mayor’s report to City 
Council on existing policies, practices, and recommendations for addressing racism, sexism in City 
government and board discussion.  

Vicki: So each of you should have received a copy of that report. We did not print it just in the interest 
of saving paper, um, because it was… that’s a long report, so, um, if you do need to refer to a paper 
copy, um, Teresa did bring a paper copy, um, but hopefully you all have that electronic copy, but let 
us know if you need to see a physical copy. Um, and, uh, other than that I will just turn it over to the 
board, uh, if there are questions or comments.  

Amanda: Anyone have… have any questions? One thing I was interested in is Mr. Winchester’s, um, 
analysis of it if he’s had time to review it. 

Debbie: Please. 

Mike: I have time to go through that and if Dr. Lyons is going to leave at 3:00 I’ll have to be quick and 
so I’ll just cover some… some general things if that’s okay, uh, and then come… Perhaps it would be 
a good idea for me to break down what I see in this report versus what Civil Service’s report said. I 
thought that would be the things you’d be the most interested in.  

Amanda: And that.. and we did have Mr. King that I think had signed up to speak on this topic I 
believe and also, um, we received questions from Stephanie Guptail with the City Employees’ 
Association so I don’t know if… if we want to hear that first or go ahead and, um, because her 
questions… some of them are directed to you Mr. Winchester… 

Mike: Let me make this suggestion… how many board members… we… we’ll still have a quorum if 
Dr. Lyons leaves. Perhaps, and again this would be subject to you, you control the docket of the 
agenda. Perhaps, uh, you might want to move ahead in your new business on… take whatever action 
you need on the rules while we have him… on the amendments to the rules… while he’s here, and 
then we can come back and finish up with talking about the reports, if that’s what the board wants to 
do, and again somebody will have to file a motion, but that way, we won’t need necessarily… there’s 
not going to be anything to vote on if we lose quorum or if we need Dr. Lyons here. That’s my 
suggestion. 

Amanda: Okay. Do I have a motion then to take up rule amendments to Article 15 and Article 21 
ahead of this item number 4? 

Debbie: So moved. 

Amanda: Okay. Do I have a second? 
 
Bill: Second.  

 



  
 
Amanda: All in favor? 
 
Stephanie, Debbie, Bill, Amanda: Aye. 

Amanda: Any opposed? Okay. Well let’s move on to rule amendment number 15 Article 15, um, we 
have had the public hearing just a moment ago and have gone over what those suggested edits are 
and the purpose behind those edits. Um, does the Board have any questions about those particular 
edits? Any further discussion on that? 

Stephanie: On Article 15? 

Amanda: On Article 15.  

Bill: I’ll move approval… 

Amanda: So, Mr. Lyons has… Dr. Lyons has moved approval, do we have a second… for Article 15? 

Debbie: Sure. 

Amanda: Okay. Any further discussion on this particular amendment? All in favor? 

Stephanie, Debbie, Bill, Amanda: Aye 

Amanda: Any opposed? Okay, so the changes to Article 15 have passed. We also had amendments 
to Article 21 that were discussed during the public hearing portion of the meeting. Um, any discussion 
on those items? Do I have a motion to approve those suggested edits? 

Bill: Move approval.  

Amanda: Do I have a second? 

Debbie: I’m waiting on… can you talk? Yes.  

Amanda: Any further discussion on Article 21? All in favor? 
 
Stephanie, Debbie, Bill, Amanda: Aye. 

Amanda: Any opposed? Okay so the changes to Article 21 have also been approved. Um, we also 
discussed rule amendments to Article 25, um, during the public hearing portion of the agenda, and 
there were some I think suggested edits to that particular article, um, so, I wanted to see what the 
Board’s thoughts were in terms of those edits or deferring that to a later date.  

Stephanie: I would like to defer it to another date.  

Amanda: Okay. Any… any further comments? 

Debbie: We can’t change it now, can we? If we change it… 

Amanda: We can only change it as drafted. 

Debbie: Right. 

Amanda: So, we would… we will have to have a second public hearing in… in order to address any 
further edits. 

Bill: So then, yeah, deferring makes sense.  



  
 
Amanda: Would you like to make a motion to defer it?  

(Stephanie nods) 

Amanda: Okay. Do we have a second? 
 
(Debbie raises her hand) 

Amanda: Any further discussion on Article 25 amendments? No? All in favor? 

Stephanie, Debbie, Bill, Amanda: Aye 

Amanda: Any opposed? No, okay, so we will hit that, um, in the agenda for next month’s meeting. 
I’m… I am… 

Vicki: Can I get some clarification from Mike? 

Amanda: Yes. 

Vicki: So if we’re simply deferring this, I basically am bringing back the exact same rule written the 
exact same way for another hearing? Or just… 

Mike: No… no, what you’re doing I… the way I understand what the board wanted you to do, they 
wanted the changes to be made, and then you’ll actually re-publish and then bring it back… 

Vicki: But they did not discuss those changes. 

Amanda: We did not discuss all the specific changes… 

Vicki: So… 

Amanda: Do we need to have a workshop to discuss those changes? 

Vicki: That’s… that’s what I’m asking. 

Amanda: It seems to me that.. that that would be better handled in a workshop and then once that 
workshop is concluded, have a public hearing with revised edits. That’s at least my opinion. 

Mike: You could certainly do it that way. You had a public hearing that discussed it, but if you want a 
workshop you can certainly do that. 

Bill: I think the general sense would be in preparing for that to remove as many discrepancies 
between the two sets as possible and otherwise to discuss, you know, possibly in the workshop 
why… 

Mike: That’s a good idea because then the next time you come to a public hearing, those matters will 
already be discussed. Well, you can’t do any business in a workshop, but you can ask questions.  

Amanda: Any further discussion on that or do we have a motion to try to convene a workshop to go 
over these edits and maybe Vicki in the interim would go ahead and make any further revisions that 
she feels would… would more, um, coordinate the… the two sets… 

Vicki: I’m clarifying again just because we haven’t done it this way. So if we… if we have a workshop, 
the board can not vote to amend this, they can’t vote to edit this so we still will have to come to 



  
 
another board meeting for them to vote to edit this then to come to another… so we’ll have two more 
public hearings. Just to make sure you all understand… 

Mike: Not at a workshop. Correct, correct. What you could do is… What you could do is just… 

Debbie: What? All because y’all don’t talk to each other? Really? 

Mike: What y’all… what y’all can do is just… the other thing… there’s other ways to do it… you can 
just simply, uh, not approve passage of it, and… and have her re… revise it and start all over again, if 
that’s what you want to do. 

Bill: Well back to the workshop, even though we can’t vote, we can have a sense, I mean there are 
ways… I mean I don’t know that we want to go down this route but City Council even has straw votes, 
you know, there are ways that we could work out what the sense of support was at the workshop. 
(inaudible) 

Mike: You just can not… You can not… You can not deliberate at a workshop. You can’t make a 
decision at a workshop… (inaudible) 

Debbie: Do you know what changes they’re talking about making? No, you don’t? 

Mike: Excuse me? 

Debbie: I was saying to Vicki, like, you know what needs… what words need to be changed. 

Vicki: Well, for Nick’s two points, um, that’s the only thing I know of, are those two points that Nick… 

Amanda: I was… I was just concerned there might be other points, and in lieu of having this a third 
time on the agenda, it might make sense to have a workshop so that if there were further questions, 
we could ask those. 

Bill: Adjourn.  

Stephanie: Yes. 

Bill: But as part of that, though, that being said, we would have another public hearing… 

Amanda: Yes. 

Bill: And… and somebody theoretically could bring up… 

Amanda: Correct. 

Bill: We just have to admit… what you’re saying… we could get into a little bit of a cycle… 

Mike: No matter what, you’ll have to have another public hearing. You don’t have to have a workshop. 
You could… You could do that if you want to.  

Amanda: It would just be if you all want to have a workshop. I don’t… I mean I don’t have a strong 
preference either way but it just seems like it might avoid a third setting on the agenda, if there’s 
something else. 

Bill: If there’s a sense that you under comprehend the couple of points that he raised and feel 
comfortable that you can address those I don’t know that we need a workshop but I’m willing to have 
one, um.. what do you think Vicki? Do you need more…? 



  
 
 

Vicki: I… I can easily make those adjustments, um, that Nick raised, because I absolutely agree with 
the points he made, um, and again on having four items that might be repeated, I think that’s 
necessary. Um, you know, to George’s comment that we didn’t include that in our February… that… 
that wouldn’t have been appropriate at that time, because this is looking at once we… once we saw 
their final rule, until we knew what their final rule was, we could not really make recommendations 
about our own rule, and this is just leading in those four housekeeping bits, um, after seeing their final 
rule that need to be in the Civil Service Rules to address Civil Service specific issues. So as far as the 
duplication, I think that is essential on these particular items, and um, you know, I have heard Nick’s 
concerns, and I think they’re perfectly valid, and I can go ahead and in the second submission 
address those. I’ll also just go look and see if there’s anything else that… since I… I didn’t hear any 
other specific concern raised, I’ll just look to see if I can preemptively identify any other potential 
issues. And so what I’ll bring for next time will address those issues, and if I identify any others, uh, 
remedy those as well, and then we’ll basically go through this process again, and if you guys want an 
additional edit, then we will do a third, um… 

Amanda: Do any board members have any suggested edits above and beyond what Mr. Bradshaw 
made mention of? 
 
Vicki: I think that’s what I was getting at is if you have additional things you already see would be 
helpful… um, If we can incorporate anything… you know, make those… I guess, make that motion 
now so that it might avoid a third… 

Stephanie: Did you see any more…? 

Nick: Uh, am I allowed to answer the question? 
Amanda: The board can allow you to speak… (inaudible) 

Nick: Uh, I… I wrote my comments out, I’m happy to share. You know, there, uh, there were… there 
were small discrepancies with all four of the, uh, yeah, I… I… I spent the most time discussing the 
two that were a little more significant, but yeah, there were small items on all four. I certainly… I wrote 
my comments out, I’m happy to share if that would be helpful. Discrepancies that I identified.  

Amanda: I think that would be helpful. Um, would that be helpful to you Vicki? 

Vicki: Uh, I mean that… Correct me if I’m wrong, that’s kind of what we’re here to do… 

Amanda: We are. 

Vicki: Is to get the rule the way we need it to be now so that then it can come back, um, in hopefully 
what is a final version, and so if Nick has additional comments then we can either just like these that 
he already mentioned say hey I didn’t think of that, that’s a good change, or if there’s a reason there’s 
a difference, you know, I can then address, uh, what the reason for that difference is and… and let 
the board decide if that’s a difference that needs to remain or… or be amended.  

Mike: Well he can call… You can recognize him to come back up and we can start… he can go into 
the detail now and you can hear it now while you still have Dr. Lyons here. That… that would be an 
official way to do it. 

 



  
 
Amanda: Would you be able to do that, Mr. Bradshaw? Go ahead and go through the other 
comments that you had so that we have comprehensive suggested edits? 
 
Nick: Uh, yeah. 

Amanda: That would be great. 

Nick: I’ll uh… I’ll come back, if that’s… 

Amanda: Please, yes. 

Nick: Nicholas Bradshaw, Fleet Services. Um, I… I... All… All I did was, uh, I… I printed out the 
attachment that… that Vicki had provided in the email and… and then the Rule 2, which I already, 
you know, I’ve already been… been studying, uh, and then just went point by point, um, so it’s, uh, 
I’m sure you guys can see there, but uh, the first was, uh, the new proposed 2501, uh, which mirrors, 
uh, slight, uh 2.0303, they’re both called Creation of New Positions. Um, I think the, uh… uh... the uh, 
the biggest thing here was, uh, I think forwarded… forwarded… shall be forwarded to the Civil 
Service Department was the addition I believe, is that right Vicki? 

Vicki: Yeah. 

Nicki: And uh, so uh, that was not in the Admin Rules. But I mean you… you can compare and 
contrast the text that way, but that was the… I think that was the addition that was made. 

Vicki: And the reason for that is their rule is addressing what Kelly needs, our rule is addressing what 
we need. Obviously the Admin Rule doesn’t have to specify that, but I think ours needs to because 
that’s specific to the Board… that we… we need that. 

Nick: The… the rule as I… as I understand it here… uh, our Admin Rule that we’re currently operating 
under is when the department head decides to create a new position, we submit the… uh… to the 
Director of HR, appropriate justification which should include all of these things, uh, duties and 
responsibilities et cetera, and then the Director of HR shall ensure that the MQs for the new positions 
are properly and fairly stated… so that’s what we’re operating under currently. 

Vicki: Yes… Yes. And if you look at our rule, our rule… so if you make that like step 1 and step 2, 
their rule is step 1 and step 2. A department head wants to create a new position, communicates that 
to HR, HR does the things, then our rule would be step 3. At the point at which HR creates it, then we 
need them to let us know and make sure we have those documents. So ours is sort of an additional 
step 3, following that Admin Rule of the additional piece we need from HR to make sure we can do 
what we need to do. 

Amanda: Mainly just to keep us advised of what is happening… 

Vicki: Yeah so their rule addresses the department heads process to request the position, HR 
creating the position, and then our rule would address getting that information from HR once the 
position is created.  

Bill: So Nick from your point of view, what… (inaudible) 

Nick: This one’s relatively minor… the… the… the largest difference here is that, uh, uh, is this… this 
line that was added that says “shall be forwarded to the Civil Service Department” uh, so, I guess 
that… that applies to… applies to HR… HR… so the rule says HR should forward the documents to… 



  
 
to uh, to Civil Service, which, um, if that’s what you guys… you know, I… I don’t… I don’t know what 
y’all’s relationship…  

Vicki: They already do. 

Nick: I know y’all share… share records, I mean that may be redundant, but, maybe it’s not… 

Amanda: Dr. Taylor? 

Stephanie: Is it possible when, once we… you have everything that, uh, you can work with HR to… to 
see the final product before we submit, or… is that something we could do? 

Vicki: If the Board votes that we do that… 

Stephanie: We come together and it’s, you know, not knowing… 

Vicki: I mean ultimately, uh, and I will just say, ultimately our rule needs to serve the purposes of Civil 
Service, and as much as possible, obviously we will work with HR to do that, but I feel like we’re 
simply responding to the rules that they have already put out there, um, and so I don’t, I guess I’m not 
understanding what would be controversial about this because it’s something that’s necessary and it’s 
something that Kelly and I already have in practice, um, her staff, as soon as they finish a job 
analysis, they notify our staff, um, and forward us the… now they let us know either where the 
documents are or they send us those documents, so, I’m not… I guess I’m not really understanding 
what the controversy here is. This is something we do, we need to do, and kind of already doing…  

Nick: I… I don’t think it’s a controversy. My only question was if… if the rule has the same title and is 
sort of over the same process, why can it not just have the same language that the Admin Rule does, 
or not have… or not have a rule. If you’re already doing it, if it’s a work process, is it… I mean, is it 
really part of the rule making process? If it’s something that you and Kelly work out about sharing 
records… 
 
Vicki: I think it needs to be something that’s required. I mean, it may not always be Kelly, and it may 
not always be me. Let’s say we had someone down the road that was not willing to be prompt in 
sharing these documents, I mean these… we’ve got to look outside this context, and say, 10 years 
from now, HR is not being forthcoming in giving documents to Civil Service, I think the Board needs to 
require that we receive those documents, um, because they’re essential to what we do. We have 
actions that have to follow, and if we’re not receiving those... So I guess I’m still not really 
understanding why that’s… it should not… to me, that does not seem to be a controversial 
conversation. 

Debbie: So technically on the creation of new positions, he as a director, he just needs to look at the 
Admin Rules. This really doesn’t apply to him at all. This is HR and you… 

Vicki: This is really… yeah. This is really HR providing… it’s a… it’s a… it’s an… an additional step 
after what he… it would not involve the department head. It would be once HR finishes their part, just 
making sure we know…  

Bill: (inaudible)  

Vicki: …just make sure we know and that we have access. 

 



  
 
Mike: Let’s hear the rest of his comments if that’s what the Board wanted to do, and let’s see what… 
what you can glean from it and rewrite it. If there’s any that move ahead then you’ll have to go to 
another public hearing later on. We can do that now since we have him here. We’re about to lose Dr. 
Lyons, so… 

Nick: Yeah the next one was 2502 which we discussed previously and I think we already did that one 
as far as the biggest difference was… 

Amanda: And I’m sorry to interrupt you, but I think George has a… did you have a comment on 2501, 
George? 

George: Yes, I appreciate that, I didn’t want to speak over somebody. That’s one of the challenges 
sometimes about, you know, timing… timing when you speak up with this. Um, as far as I think what 
Vicki described about this being a step 1, step 2, step 3 sort of process, um, I think that’s… that’s a 
fair way of putting it. I think what Nick’s trying to say is it’s confusing to have a rule that covers step 1 
and step 2 that has the same title and largely the same language as then a separate rule in a different 
document that then… that then inserts the step 3. Um, one other way of getting at this I think would 
be uh, that um, you could... you could insert step 3 into the original set of rules, right, where the… 
where the 1 and 2 already live. So, uh, rather than having 2 rules in 2 places with 2 titles with 2 
similar texts and 5 or 6 maybe words different between them, uh, I think, you know, Dr. Hatfield and 
Dr. Drummond could probably put their heads together and see if there’s something else that needs 
to be done in the body of rules that already has the first 2 steps and then somebody that’s in Nick’s 
position has a one stop shop, you know, it’s one rule that… that takes you from 1 to 3, rather than, 
you know like I said 2 rules, largely similar, but you’d have to know that 3 lives somewhere else to 
go… to go find it. If you wanted to see the complete picture of how that… how that process plays out. 
So, uh, that may be a less cumbersome way of getting at the same… the same solution. That’s… 
that’s the, uh, suggestion I wanted to make to you. 

Vicki: I have a good suggestion that I think would speak to that as Nick’s concern. I do think the Civil 
Service part should live in the Civil Service Rules, uh, not the Administrative Rules because that can’t 
be amended by the Board, if it’s not in the Civil Service Rules. Um, but if the… the hang up is that it 
looks like the same rule… the same title… it might be more appropriate for ours, because we’re not 
really talking about the creation of the position, their rule addresses how to create a position. We’re 
really wanting notification, so ours could be notification of new positions, which is a different matter. I 
think that would address that concern… 

Amanda: That… that makes sense to me. I… I do think if it’s something we need to have information 
about and it’s important that the Board have that information in order to do the Board’s function, it 
does seem to me that we need whatever steps are necessary to make sure the Board has that 
information in the Board’s rules.  

Bill: I think Vicki’s solution makes sense to me. 

Debbie: It does make sense. I like it. 

Vicki: We’re getting some good edits here.  

Bill: Leave the rules in there as they are and then say notification is really what we’re talking about, 
that would be… sounds reasonable. 

 



  
 
Mike: There needs to be a rule that you’re notified about any new positions, it’s just common sense. 

Bill: I’m going to have to go, I’m sorry. 

Amanda: That’s okay, thank you. 

Debbie: Can I go with you? 

Bill: You’ll have more fun here. 

Debbie: Okay. 

Amanda: In terms of 2501, is that… does that address… do you feel like that addresses the concern? 

Nick: Yeah it addresses my concern, I think, uh, yeah… again, and George restated pretty well, if you 
could just… if you could just keep in mind the perspective of the folks that are getting the rules and 
are trying to enforce them, you know, uh, making it as clear as possible, not duplicating, and certainly 
not being inconsistent with each other. That’s, I mean, that’s all I’m trying to get across here.  

Vicki: I think that would take it off your plate. Basically it takes it out of your steps, so. I will… I… what 
I’m going to do is I’m making notes of these suggestions we are coming up with and when I bring that 
second iteration to you, I’ll go ahead and incorporate these so these are good… these are very good 
edits. 

Amanda: And then in 2502… 

Nick: Right, yes… 

Amanda: I think we already covered that, but if you want to restate that, that would be fine.  

Nick: Excellent, um, the next one was in the changes of duties in a position, 2503, um, which mirrors, 
uh, 2.0401, I believe, in uh, our Administrative Rule. Um, and I think, again, and this may be a 
similar… a similar, uh, uh, issue here, where uh, they have the same title but they sort of say a little 
bit different things, so...  

Nick:  I think if Vicki had of ..uh had worded added the sentence about to ensure merit 
principles are held was the difference. Um.I think I think the substantive difference that I could identify 
from my perspective at least was uh that there was a uh every department head (inaudible) that says 
department head (inaudible). But, uh in the proposed merit board rule the section says every 
department head is responsible for maintaining the integrity of the classified positions by limiting 
employees to duties in their classification or notifying the HR department and Civil Service Merit 
Board up on any change to the assignment of duties. Uh that is what the proposed Merit Board rule 
says. But, the Admin Rule says the same paragraph that every department head is responsible for 
maintaining the integrity of the classification plan by limiting employees to the performance of duties 
in their classification of notify the Director of Human Resources up on any change of the assignment 
of duties. So, the only change was this and Merit Board so uh one rule said I’m supposed to tell HR 
and one rule says I’m supposed to tell HR and the Merit Board. Uh..So, that one that I would 
appreciate so clarification on. If that can be added? 

Vicki:   I have some suggestions. Would you like to hear them as we go? I think it is easier to 
do them we go. (Amanda and Vicki speaking at same time) (inaudible) So, I don’t forget what I just 
said. So, I ,I see the point about the title Um so we could amend this on similarly to say notification of 
of changes in duties of positions. Um, and I um think we could amend that first paragraph so that it 



  
 
specifies any changes and again ours is looking at something different if you look at how it was 
amended. Um for HR it is ensuring that the classification integrity is maintained for us it is looking at 
the classified position. Civil Service classified position is the change maintaining the integrity of the 
merit principles assigned to that classification. So, what we’re looking for is something different. I 
think that first paragraph if we specify that the notification is from the HR Director to Civil Service. 
That that’s where that notification comes from and then similarly change that last that second to the 
last paragraph again to say that notification to us will come from the HR Director. 

George: I just need to make one correction there. Um, everyone is responsible for ensuring merit 
system protection. Um, and I think sometimes in these discussions there can be an important point 
that is lost there. You know, it is not that um HR or Mr. Bradshaw or Director or whatever does not 
have to concern themselves with merit and it is only when the Merit Board or the Civil Service Office 
that get involved that suddenly merit is relevant. I think, as Nick already read, you know both rules 
say what has been the City’s policy for ages. Which is that everyone, everyone is responsible for 
merit protection. The question is more of a “How do we do that? “ And is the way of doing that by 
having uh, HR’s work checked by the Civil Service Office at every step of the way. You know, I think 
some of this sort of sends message that you can’t trust HR. And, um, I think, I’m sure that is not what 
the Board intends. But when the rules, you know, set up a dynamic like that where you know you 
create a position send it to Civil Service you know for approval or review. You know, you change the 
duties of a position you send it to Civil Service, you abolish a position, you send it to Civil Service. It 
start to you know, to the casual reader it starts, it makes you think you don’t trust the HR department. 
I think, that is where I think the language can be really important here. So, that um, you know so that 
institutional relationships are not harmed in the way these rules are written. Um, you know, certainly 
when there is need to provide notification to the Board that is obviously appropriate and necessary. 
But the uh, um you know the um. I don’t know the optics. You know of, of the idea the HR has to um, 
submit all of it’s work over and over again is another troubling aspect as the way these are worded. I 
know that is not what Nick was getting into but that is where I think an earlier suggestion about maybe 
Dr. Hatfield and Dr. Drummond you know coordinating at least speaking about the content of these 
rules to be useful so that you avoid any perception like that. You know that one can’t trust the other. 
So, I don’t know if that is anything that can be addressed in this meeting. It’s probably better done 
between two professionals outside of the meeting. But, given that comment about, you know, about 
that Civil Service is looking for merit protection. I just think it important that we take a step back from 
that and realize that everybody has an investment is merit protection. Thank you.  

Mike:           Let me speak to that. Uh, um, George, your comment are appropriate in one way but that 
are adversarial in another and I just want to say that first of all, during the HR change over of the 
classification and compensation, it was repeated multiple times that nothing was changed in the 
duties and powers of responsibilities of the Civil Service Merit Board to do their job and to perform 
their functions and that we were being put in, as a matter of fact, HR department rules and um the 
ordinance that went through put us in a role of monitoring. Because that is the position that we, that 
the City wanted us in on that. And that was the language that was adopted. The Board is the one who 
determines what is best and good procedure for them to do those functions. I don’t think it is 
unreasonable for the Board to have a rule that requires for more than just um, HR department 
purposes, to be notified when a new position is being created rather than just find out by checking 
payroll records. They ought to be notified so that Dr. Hatfield can do her job and report any thing that 
she sees that may not be something that she understands or that she needs to get more information 
on because that is part of Charter duties uh, is to review all personnel actions. I am just reading from 



  
 
the Charter. She is trying to do her duty to, uh, and I’m looking at section 1003 of the Charter on the 
duties and responsibilities of our Director, Executive Secretary, she is supposed to, uh, report to us 
personnel, administration and actions necessary, etc for us to , uh, be able to , uh be sure people 
have not been appointed without going through the merit system procedures we talked about. The 
only way I know we can perform that function is for someone to tell us they have done it. How best to 
do it? I agree with your comments. Maybe the professionals, maybe the people (inaudible) whatever, 
which maybe is a good idea to that extent but I don’t see why this kind of discussion at our Board 
meeting a problem to work that out. If the department head who is sitting here is being told if you are 
doing something to report to HR, especially if it is something that is within the Merit Board duties and 
responsibilities, is to say that needs to be reported by somebody to our Director or to the Board. Let 
us just work out who that is. I don’t think that is too much to ask. It is not inconsistent. It shouldn’t be 
two different ways in your rules and ours. I agree, Okay? But, if it is in our rules on this kind of matter 
it’s a charter function. Our rule will control that. So, I’m just saying this is something to try and work 
out. Just reporting a new position or the abolishment of a position to the Civil Service Director is a 
problem, so then lets work that out. I don’t why it would be.  

George:        Mike, I think it would be.I’m sorry go ahead.                        

Mike:            Thank you.(inaudible) . 

George:         Yeah, I think you make an excellent point. You know, the Charter already says here that 
there is review mechanism in place. And, I think that is where the confusion kicks in. You know, as 
you add layers and layers on to things then you change the words from time to time. And, uh, you 
know, I think Nick is great person to be in front of you today because he is canary in the coal mine. 
You know, uh um you have to have a layer cake. I read the Charter, I read the Code, I read the Merit 
Board rule, I read the admin rules. Very often it ends up with the last step, I need to call a Lawyer to 
make sure I read all those things right. And for something as simple as reviewing a position, you the 
creation of one, the abolishment of one, something as simple as that, it just seems all these layers 
are, you know, unnecessary. Particularly, when it is already happening. I think, I think, that has 
already been said in the room. You know, the interaction is happening. Um, so it’s a matter of the way 
to the extent you think of a rule is necessary. It is a question of how the rule is worded so as to 
preserve a professional relationship between two different offices that have a need to cooperate, not 
necessarily to set one office up as subordinate to the other, or reporting to the other, or somehow 
being perceived as being untrustworthy compared to the other. You know, this is already happening 
right now. It’s, I mean, other folks in the room can correct me if I’m wrong about that. Uh, um I think 
what is desirable is to make sure what is happening continues to happen but without putting in a rule. 
Uh, something to suggest, you know, that there is uh some lack of good faith or lack of trust in the 
way that is already happening. And Uh, and that is where the wordsmithing makes all the difference. 
And, and again I think my suggestion there is why not let the two professionals who have to maintain 
that relationship figure the right way to say what we are already saying is. You know, it may not be 
that the Director of Human Resources will reply promptly in writing, you know, to the Executive 
Secretary of the Civil Service Merit Board. That presents a certain perspective on what the nature of 
those two professional’s roles are. You know there are other ways to say something similar that gets 
at uh providing the Merit Board information as required in order to you know perform its test design 
function or to monitor classification plan. I think there are ways here that folks can come up with 
language that is satisfactory to everyone. It is clear to folks like Nick. It is also, you know, good for the 
long term health of this institutional relationship. 



  
 
Amanda:  George, with all due respect, we have been trying for over a year exactly what you are 
suggesting but have been hitting road blocks every step of the way. So, that is why this is such a 
painful process at this point because we are having to be reactive instead of being collaborative. So if 
you have to, If you believe that we can be collaborative that’s, that is what we have wanted all along. 
We just need to do it and the problem is that it just hasn’t been happening which makes us have to be 
going through this process that we are now. 

Mike: Let me answer your question. Let me say this, I don’t disagree with George when you say the 
professionals need to talk, George. You were saying Dr. Hatfield should talk to Dr. Drummond. I don’t 
disagree with that at all. But we had a Department head here bringing it, as you say, focusing it. Is 
that something we can talk about right now, resolve it. It gets better? If they talk about it separately. 
Either way we have to come back do it again. And I don’t disagree at all that is the professionals can 
get together and work that out between HR and Civil Service. That’s great. I agree with you one 
hundred percent on that. 

George:  Yeah, I’m not saying it is one or the other. I’m saying it is both. I think what Nick is saying is 
important and I’m also saying that beyond the perspective that Nick is providing there is also the 
health of an institutional relationship here that Nick would not necessarily be prepared to comment on 
that is relevant to rule that he was just commenting on. And so, before we moved on to a different 
rule. I wanted to make sure that, that perspective was provided. Uh, you know the HR Department, 
the Law Department, and others, you know, also have to share this same ecosystem. And so, maybe 
it is a conserve particular to lawyers about, about how certain words are used, how certain phrases 
are formed. Maybe that is only to sort of thing I would key in on. But I think it is important. Because 
like Vicki said there will other people in time who are reading these rules. Who don’t have the benefit 
of the perspective of having been in the room when they were approved and when it suggests that 
one office reports to the other. You know, over time the intent of that may start to drift from the 
friendly collegial relationship that is desirable right now, you know twenty years from now, will 
someone know that is not meant to be a subordinate type of dynamic. Uh, that is why I think that the 
language is important. Nick is not going to be able to speak to that here. Uh, but before we moved on 
to another rule, I thought it was important to, you know, if there is going to be some instruction here 
for HR, I’m sorry Dr. Drummond and Dr. Hatfield to coordinate. I think that may to be said out loud 
that that has not been implemented at this point. And Madame Chair to your earlier point all I can say 
is um, these comments were not provided when the admin rule was being considered. If they had 
been I think we would be able to deal with this months ago, But they just weren’t on the table. So, you 
know, I regret that they weren’t provided at the time but I’m not sure how we would have be able to 
anticipate this unless someone spoke up and said we would like to make sure we receive notification 
of when the duties and responsibilities of certain positions change. You know, It was just not the table 
when the admin rule was being drafted and so it didn’t get factored in. Now that is on the table I think 
you are exactly right. Uh um the two professionals we have said Dr. Drummond and Dr. Hatfield can 
probably address that just like they would have back in February if it had come up then. Thanks, I will 
um receded into the background here. I feel like that was far longer than I intended this discussion to 
go, but that was the point. 

Amanda:    I will go to Debbie first. She had her hand up first. 

Debbie:   I just have a comment. I know I am surrounded by doctors and lawyers at this point in my 
life and I don’t know if that is good or bad but my comment is that I find it ironic that George is 
bringing up layers of information when they created an HR department which required all these 



  
 
changes but didn’t work with Vicki to make that happen which is kind of iterated as you said. And then 
we are sitting here and being accused of being defensive somehow.       

Amanda: (inaudible)  

Stephanie:  Has HR (inaudible) I don’t know. (inaudible) Have they not been? (inaudible) What we are 
seeing here. 

Amanda: I will defer to you all. 

(Vicki, Amanda, and Stephanie talking)       

Vicki: I was going to say that kind of ties into as to responding to some of the comments. It seems like 
George maybe others are perceiving that reported in writing that was really worded that way because 
it has always been worded that way. Perceiving that is somehow that we are making HR subordinate 
to us in that role. So, I think that language can be softened by basically saying they will notify us. Um, 
so there is not some perception that they have to report to us but that they will notify us. The reason I 
do think this is important in her and keep in writing because as Mike said one of my specific Charter 
functions is to review all personnel actions. I have to review all personnel actions. I have had, I have 
been forced to come up with ways to do that now that they don’t all route to me. Many of those we 
self-initiate. We have ways to get that data, get that information on our own and review those. So, I’m 
still reviewing all of those actions. There are some I won’t know they have happened unless someone 
tells me. This is one of those. So, yes HR is currently being very cooperative in making sure if 
something is changed we know that typically when they need to fill a position. Umm, if this is basically 
making sure that is a requirement if and when it’s not an agreeable group or they just forget or they 
don’t want to or it’s too much work, umm down the road making sure that whoever is in my job, 
because it won’t always be me, is getting notified by whoever is in Kelly’s job, because it won’t always 
be her, umm that these changes have taken place because these changes trigger very specific 
actions for me and my staff.  Umm, we need to know they’ve happened so that I can review them and 
make sure their appropriate and report to the Board if they’re not.  They also trigger work that we 
have to do.  We have to go in and compare the job analysis to the existing job analysis and make 
sure that no selection procedures are impacted.  So there is actual work that it triggers and we need 
to know that immediately.  Umm, so I do feel like this is essential.  I like Nick’s comments and I think 
we’ve made some good suggestions there and to George’s comment, I don’t want anyone to perceive 
that this creates some sort of a subordinate relationship.  I think it needs to be a requirement.  I think 
it can be worded in a way that just says that they’ll notify us.  A-when this happens, we don’t have a 
way of knowing unless you notify us and you gotta notify us, umm so I can definitely make that 
change and try to make that language a little more umm a little more agreeable if for some reason 
that’s rubbing someone the wrong way.   

Amanda: Ok.  Do we want to move on to the next rule number that you had some comments on? 

Nick:  Sure.  That’s, yeah, I think you just wrapped up 25.03 Changes in Duties of Positions, I 
believe, is that… 

Amanda: Yes, I believe so. 

Nick:  Oh. So that would bring the next one, 25.04 the reclassification section which uhh 
corresponds to uhh Admin Rule 2.04 (02), Classification of the Position.  Umm, I think the uhh, the 
largest uhh (inaudible) here that I highlighted for me during the public hearing portion, there was a 



  
 
sentence added in the uhh proposed Merit Board Rule uhh that says, uhh, it was just difficult for me to 
understand, awkwardly worded more than anything.  I didn’t really understand what it meant, umm, but 
the sentence was, “Any reclassification that is approved and is determined to be a circumvention of the 
promotional process shall be promptly reported to the Merit Board by the Civil Service Director,” so uhh 
I guess I thought if there was, I didn’t understand what determined meant.  If it wasn’t the Board 
determining it, I didn’t know who determined it uhh so that’s really my only comment on that one.  It’s 
difficult to follow. 

Vicki:  And there’s we suggested putting in “determines a potential” so then it would just go to 
the Board to them make that actual determination.  That would be “hey, this raises some red flags,” 
then I would bring it to the Board.  So does that, you think that would adequately address that? 

Nick:  That makes is clearer.  Yeah.  Like I said, my only concern was if the Board’s not 
determining it, then I don’t know, then you said you would tell the Board so it’s circular from the outside 
(inaudible), but umm.  I think otherwise, the only uhh the only addition that was made was uhh the Civil 
Service Status of Incumbent, I think there was a small section that said, “and such changes as 
determined not to be in conflict with the Civil Service Rules of Promotion umm which is fairly minor.  It 
is uhh a bit of a uhh, it doesn’t exactly repeat what is it 2.0402 but there is a slight difference there, uhh 
it’s not very substanitive, but you know my point was it would be nice if the rules really mirrored 
eachother. 

Vicki:  It’d be helpful to add to that uhh determined uhh not to be in conflict umm, or, well, yeah, 
by the Board.  (Inaudible talking over one another). 

George: Let me.  Sorry, I think this is another important area here where the monitoring role and 
the and the deciding role are important to distinguish from each other.  Ya know.  Clearly, under the 
HR Ordinance reclassification is the responsibility of the HR Department so the decision of whether to 
reclassify or not rests there.  I think what monitoring means, in this context, is if someone thinks a 
reclassification was done inappropriately, the Board has the authority under the Charter umm to ya 
know to investigate that and to umm take action ya know if it finds that there’s validity to it.  So, using 
words like determination I think is challenging, right, because umm if you don’t have to work, if you 
don’t, I’m sorry, if you’re not exempt from the probationary period until the Board has determined in 
every instance that that reclassification was valid, then HR is not really the final word on 
reclassifications.  Every reclassification would then route through Civil Service for a thumbs up or a 
thumbs down.  That is a uhh a level of monitoring that goes beyond just individual complaints or ya 
know umm, ya know some review of reclassifications as a class and maybe identifying maybe, maybe 
this one or this other one here deserves the Boards attention when each and every one of them has to 
be “determined” (using air quotes) to be valid, then every reclassification is now back in the hands of 
the Civil Service office and I think that that was a broader umm that’s a broader interpretation of 
monitoring I think of what was anticipated and what might be reasonable so I think that’s where the 
words are so important.  That may not even be what you meant Dr. Hatfield that every single 
reclassification would come before the Board for its approval.  I think that’s where talking with Dr. 
Drummond can can come up with some language that gets at what your concern is, but doesn’t sweep 
so broadly that the whole, the whole waterfront of reclassification now ya know comes to the Board 
umm when it’s never been subject to the Board’s review in the past. 

Mike:  Notifying the Board so that they can proceed with their functions and their powers of duties 
to be sure that any personnel action is in compliance with merit system policies is a charter function.  



  
 
To tell the Board how and what kind of rules and regulations they should have to perform those functions 
is not your job, uhhh it’s not Dr. Drummond’s job.  Making suggestions is.  And working together is.  But 
if the Board wants to be notified and says that’s one way that will help us monitor that’s their, it’s 
reasonable, I think that’s their prerogative to make that decision.  I’m trying to figure out how the HR 
Department can be collaborative and helpful especially since we are trying now to accommodate rule 
changes that we didn’t want, but we’re making them.  But to ask the HR Department, in order to help 
us in our monitoring role perform our Charter functions, to give us a notice of something as significant 
as either abolishing positions, adding new positions, or changing duties, or whatever, that doesn’t seem 
to be that__ to me.  It doesn’t seem to be unreasonable since it’s consistent with our duties and powers.  
Now, not making it harder than it has to be, absolutely.  Professionals need to talk and do that, but if 
the Board determines that it’s in, that it’s appropriate and necessary for them to be able to monitor by 
being notified of these things, I’m trying to figure out why is that unreasonable. 

George: Well, Mike, it’s, it’s because you’re saying notify, but Rule says determine. And those are 
very different verbs. 

Mike:  No, I’m with you on that… 

George: That’s the whole comment. 

Mike:  …(inaudible talking over one another)  Can be worked out.  Being notified and then our 
Civil Service Director makes a determination about whether or not she needs to bring that to the Board, 
but they need to talk, she needs to know about it first and then they need to talk about it.  We’re not 
arguing about that are we? 

Debbie: (Laugh) 

George: Mike, we’re arguing about, I, honestly, I’m not sure what we’re arguing about because 
like you said uhh the Civil Service Executive Secretary has charter authority to review personnel actions 
to notify the Board of appointments that’ve been made outside of the Civil Service process.  So that’s 
already there, ya know.  No rule of mine or yours could change that.  Umm, this rule uses the word 
“determine” and it seems to suggest that the Executive Secretary makes a determination independent 
of the Board and then if she makes that determination uhh the consequence of it is that she brings it to 
the Board.  So rather than the Board making a determination, there’s a pre-determination happening 
umm and then later in this proposed rule it suggests that before any employee that receives a 
reclassification becomes umm exempt from the probationary period then an affirmative decision must 
be made that that reclassification is valid.  So, there is some conflict there between in the first part of 
the rule, only determinations that appear to be invalid come before the Board, but then in the second 
part of the rule, even those reclassifications that Vicki may not have flagged in her own part now still 
have to be determined as valid in order for the employee not to have a probationary period.  So, this 
one is a little bit more complicated.  It doesn’t lend itself to uhh ya know an easy reference to this citation 
or that citation.  This is one where I think I understand what the purpose of it is, but the internal 
consistency of the rule is not yet there and that’s where I return to my previous suggestion about umm 
I think this can be resolved by umm Dr. Hatfield working with Dr. Drummond to figure out ya know, what 
they’re already doing, is that satisfactory, how do we word language that you know says that, but 
doesn’t say more than that.  Doesn’t create undo or additional burdens beyond what the one, beyond 
what beyond what anyone actually had in mind beyond all through ya know uhh drafting choices.  So, 
Mike I hope that explains.  I don’t think we’re arguing so much about anything other than what does 
determine mean and is it being used in different ways in two different places. 



  
 
Vicki:  I think I can offer some suggestions.  Umm, one thing I would like to remind the Board 
umm that no one seems to want to remember when we are talking about reclassifications is previously 
when there was a separate personnel department and a separate civil service department and 
reclassification was a function of the personnel department, the City Law Director rendered a legal 
opinion that said all reclassifications that were approved by the personnel department would be subject 
to veto by the civil service merit board.  This administration chose not not to include that in this iteration 
of reclassifications.  So, that is an obvious issue for civil service because that is what existed when this 
situation existed previously.  So now we do not have that.  So we have to have a mechanism to know 
what the reclassifications are for me to take a look at them and see if I see any potential issues because 
nine times out of ten there’s not an issue.  If it meets the rule umm that HR has in place, it’s not going 
to be a civil service issue.  I think I can, I think I understand what George is saying and Nick is saying 
and I think I can rework this section, basically, to match that process of when there are proposed 
reclassifications, I will review those to see if I see any potential issues.  If I see potential issues and I’m 
unable to resolve those with the HR Director, I will bring those potential issues to the Board.  Umm, and 
if, on the probationary period, if the Board determines that there is a circumvention of merit principles, 
then that person basically, that’s gonna trigger, they’re not gonna get a probation waived, obviously 
that’s going to trigger a whole other process for the Board if they determine a reclassification has taken 
place that violates the promotional rules umm so I can reword that so that that’s basically, it says “that 
they” it’s what it’s trying to say and I think I can amend that to say that better, that I will review those, 
we will try to work through any differences if those are unresolved they will come to the Board for a final 
determination.  And then, if any employee who the Board determines was not that reclassification was 
not valid under merit principles will not have a probationary period waived because otherwise it just 
says whether if you’re reclassified the Board doesn’t agree with it you still get your probation waived.  
Umm, if the Board doesn’t put that in their rules.  Umm so I think I can reword that umm to address that 
a little bit better, but I do think it’s essential for those reasons. 

Amanda: Does anyone have questions on that?  Debbie or Stephanie? 

Stephanie: Huh uh.  (No). 

Amanda: Thank you. 

Nick:  Yep. 

Amanda: We appreciate your comments.  They were, they’re very helpful. 

Vicki:  It was helpful, Nick.  Thank you. 

Nick:  Whelp, Preciate it. 

Amanda: Ok.  So, I think we’re back to item 4 on the agenda.  And, we did have Mr. King that 
wanted to speak to item 4 and also comments or questions I guess from Stephanie Guptail with the 
City Employees Association umm and her questions many of them are directed at Mr. Winchester, so 
I...  Maybe we should let Mr. King speak first and then I can announce Stephanie’s questions and then 
maybe you could address it comprehensively.  Does that sound okay procedure wise?  Mr. King. 

Steve:  Remind me of what I… 

Amanda: Yes!  Umm, number 4 is the umm is the regarding the Mayor’s report to City Council on 
existing policies, practices, or recommendations for addressing racism, sexism in City government 
(inaudible) for discussion about that item. 



  
 
Steve:  Steve King.  City Employees Association.  I think the employees, general government 
employees are interested to hear what Mr. Winchester has to say uhh about charter provisions for Civil 
Service uhh along with those uhh potential investigations and who is supposed to do what.  Uhh another 
thing that that I wanted to comment on is I wanted to make mention of many of you know of what 
happened to me a few years ago with the administration eliminating my position and I wanted to point 
out that the uhh proposal to hire Devin Lyons is a little upsetting to me.  Obviously, the City Law 
Department can employ whoever they want to, but I think a couple of things might be of interest to the 
Board.  Umm, Mr. Petty was the Hearing Officer and he he was approached with a uhh I think the 
proper term/legal term was a Motion for Summary Judgment one of the things that he argued was that 
number one, I didn’t have a right to grieve or appeal action taken because my position was eliminated; 
therefore, I was no longer a City employee so that was an effort for them to grieve about.  In addition 
to that, he argued that even though my position as Deputy Director of Engineering had been my position 
had been declassified, I retained Civil Service status as Deputy Director because that’s, I achieved it in 
1995.  There again, he argued that umm I didn’t have status and again, Mr. Petty ruled that I did.  So, 
I guess my point is I’m glad Mr. Winchester’s here and I’m glad the Board’s here because I would be 
concerned that there’s not oversite over interpretations of charter and ordinances relating to civil service 
protection for general government employees.  That’s my concern.  Thank you 

Amanda: Thank you.   

Debbie: Thank you, buddy.  I’m with you. 

Amanda: I’ll read the questions that were submitted by… 

Steve:  Can I say something? 

Amanda: Yes. 

Steve:  I did want to point out uhh, Stephanie, she’s a Civil Service Chairman for the Employee’s 
Association so she’s writing those comments from the civil service committee of the City Employee’s 
Association. 

Amanda: Thank you.  Yeah, I appreciate that clarification.  George, did you have something you 
were… 

George: I just had something very brief. Since that touched on litigation that involved the Law 
Department, I think some additional context could be useful there…um…and…you 
know…ah…there’s no shortage of attorneys in the room…um…I think…ah…when attorneys are hired 
to represent a client and when attorneys are hired to provide a consultants …ah…role…those 
are…ah...inevitably…you know…in the bedrock different roles. Um…an attorney advocating for a 
client’s position and an attorney giving their best legal advice to a client as a consultant are…are… 
just apples and oranges. Um…I think…you know…Mr. Lyon isn’t here to defend himself 
today…ah…but…um…there was certainly no impropriety in the way that that litigation was 
conducted. There were no findings that he did anything at all inappropriate. Um…and frankly…the 
positions…the legal issues that were being litigated there were novel. Um….there were….there 
were…folks in this room …uh…who participated in that and, at different points took different positions 
because of the novelty of those issues. I assume anyway. Um…so…you know…there was a lot on 
the table …ah…to be sorted out, and I think…ah….my understanding …you know…I inherited the 
position after Mr. Lyon …ah…had completed that litigation…ah…but my understanding is he 
conducted himself ethically and…and…completely in keeping with …you know…the expectations of 



  
 
the Tennessee Bar…you know…a City attorney….um…and…ah…frankly a quality consultant. So 
much so that after…um…Mr. Lyon left the City’s employment, he was hired back by Civil Service in 
2018…ah…to review some hiring procedures…ah…among other things, I think, you know…for a 
period of time. So, I just think it’s unfortunate if we’re starting a…a… process here where an outside 
counsel is being asked to render their best legal  opinion …ah…that we start that by suggesting that 
his opinion should be suspect from the beginning…ah…despite his…um…I mean, his resume speaks 
for itself. He’s ah…he’s an experienced attorney. He knows the relevant material. He also has the 
perspective of someone on the outside of the City and I think we should give him a chance to do his 
job…ah…and then critique him on the basis of the work he provides but not on the basis of the work 
that he’s done in the past. Thank you.  

Amanda: Thank you. Um…back to Ms. Guptail’s questions on behalf of the Civil Service Committee 
of the City Employees’ Association, she’s got 4 questions and I’ll just read them and we may want to 
take them up one at a time. Um…the first one is, “The Mayor’s report does mention charter section 
1003 (F) (11) which states that one of the powers and duties of the Civil Service Merit Board is to 
develop a program to provide for equal employment opportunities to all employees and applicants for 
employment with regard to all aspects of employment. Code section 2-31 (J) also states that the 
Mayor, in conjunction with the Civil Service Merit Board, will issue an equal employment and 
affirmative action policy and carry out the City’s plans to provide equal employment and affirmative 
action in all employment practices and affirmative action in all employment practices. However, they 
don’t seem to mention that our Code section 2-111 (c) (1) (B) assigning that function to Community 
Relations is in direct conflict with both Charter and other sections of the Code. Can Mr.  Winchester 
please speak to that.  

Mike: I can speak to it….uh…and say this. I don’t …I don’t agree that Code section 2-111 (c) (1) (B) is 
in conflict with our Charter provisions …uh…it…it’s more in conflict with another Code provision, is 
my analysis that I can speak on some more. Ah…particularly Code section 15-53 etc. but my reading 
and again, I don’t know whether um…Ms. Guptail was reading this in context. I’m looking at section 2-
111 (c) …when I say “sub c” …that’s a small “c” in parentheses …um…”1” in parentheses and then 
“b” period. It involves the office of community relations …and the …ah…City equal employment 
officer that’s referenced in there, George, ah…is I think her question. Ah…and…I don’t know who 
drafted the report, or what their intentions were, but I don’t read the report as saying, I just certainly 
do not see in the Code section, that that person who is the ah…ah…has the function of the City’s 
equal employment officer, all they are doing is administering the City’s equal employment program 
and compliance with it. I don’t see that they are making that policy. They’re not establishing a 
program, which is…is… the function of …the…the Civil Service Merit Board’s powers include to 
develop a program to provide for equal employment opportunities. That is not what the office of 
Community Relations does, nor is that City equal employment officer doing that. I don’t see that 
happening in this….as part of this. That’s my response to her question. I don’t see that that person is 
doing anything but what the Mayor and others do… that they are administering the City’s equal 
employment program. They are not establishing or developing a program through that Code section, 
so in my opinion there is not a conflict with the Charter. There are Code sections that I believe 
ah…there is a conflict with and the Mayor’s report mentions it…but mentions it in passing more 
…ah…generally…it doesn’t specify Section 15-53 the enforcing officer that the Charter…that the 
ah..ah..Code, when I say Code, that’s the City Council ordinances…ah…designates an enforcing 
officer who shall be an appointive member of the Civil Service Board staff, and I think the Mayor 
points out…she says…at least my interpretation of her report is…because she mentions that in …I 



  
 
believe…on page….she talks about ….ah….those …ah those Code sections in general I believe of 
Chapter 15 …that’s on page 3 of her report. She says that some of those …ah…provisions are 
antiquated …or perhaps dormant and haven’t been revisited in decades, and that they need to be 
looked at…ah….and I don’t disagree with that at all, really, because ah…I do believe that there is a 
potential, if not an actual, conflict between those Code sections. So…ah…but that doesn’t impact, in 
my opinion, the board’s powers and duties under the Charter. So that’s my answer to her question. 
(inaudible) …next question. 

Amanda: Okay. Um…any comments from either of you on that issue?  

Debbie: Um..no….I don’t guess. I don’t know that…I didn’t get that he answered her question, but go 
ahead (inaudible). 

Amanda: I think his response was he doesn’t …she thought it could be in conflict and …and you 
(Mike) don’t believe it is? 

Mike: I don’t think it’s in conflict with our Charter. I think that there’s a Code section that 
…that…there’s…there’s…overlap and there’s some conflict between 15-53 etc. and perhaps what 
exactly the City’s equal employment officer is doing, because it looks like a lot of that is the same 
thing, so I think those Code sections are in conflict.  

Amanda: Okay. 

Debbie: Well how many employ….equal employment officers are there? 

Mike: I don’t know, George. How many EEO Officers are there? 

Debbie: (inaudible) 

George: Um…the ah…there’s um… one primary …Tatia Harris is the…is the…you know, the 
…the…official …ah….compliance officer in that office. I think, um, depending on what the workload 
is, there may be others who work with her, but um…but she’s …um…she’s the name you know. 

Mike: And I will, and I will say this for background, in further response, but that wasn’t …and I say 
this…. For decades the EE…anything ….any EEO function that involved the City went through the 
Civil Service Director.  

Vicki: Right. 

Mike: And that’s just…that’s just what happened. And I…I know that George has…has had issues 
with that …I’m not speaking for you George, I’m just saying I understand that there’s been some 
issue about whether or not she was ever officially …Dr. Hatfield…was ever designated …and my only 
response to that is that I think the fact that Mayor’s for decades …and even now…the Administrative 
Rules, that only the Civil Service Director can amend, modify with the permission of the Mayor…the 
Mayor has put …and this was part of the function where there was the Civil Service doing things that 
now the HR Department is going to do but …to the Civil Service Director, at least in my observations 
over 30 years of doing this, she has been the “go to person” for the…for administrations …and even 
now…the way I’m looking at it….Administrative Rule …the Administrative Rules that I’m sure …may 
be…will be in the process of being changed…they say this…and I’m looking at Rule 
1.04…Administration, “These rules shall be administered  by the Civil Service Director on behalf of 
the Mayor and by all directors and department heads. The Civil Service Department shall have the 
authority to make findings and issue opinions in relation to these regulations. These rules shall apply 



  
 
to all employees including those employees not covered by Civil Service, except in cases where 
specific exceptions are provided by Charter, ordinance, or other rule or regulation.” So…I…I do not 
know if there could be …and the Mayor’s have either agreed or allowed these rules to stay in effect 
with those designations and that’s probably why the Civil Service Director for all these years has tried 
to make the Administrative Rules of the City comply with and follow and track the Civil Service Merit 
Board rules, is to avoid that problem and it worked, at least in my estimation, for all the years I’ve 
been here, and I’m not sure that it …and I’m not saying that it doesn’t work now…but it’s different 
now, and the Charter…the Charter provisions that I think are the key Charter provisions are still in 
effect, and that is primarily that on rules and regulations involving employment, harassment, in 
particular and I’m just reading the Charter again…The Charter says in section 1003 (F) the powers 
and duties of the Civil Service Merit Board include (4) to make any investigation which it deems 
necessary concerning the administration of personnel under the authority of this Charter. I’ll stop 
there. It goes on to (8). It’s the power of our Civil Service Merit Board to hear allegations of any 
persons on matters of discrimination in hiring, transfer, or promotion, neglect of duty or other 
violations of merit system principles. That’s in the Charter. That’s part of the overall rules, policies, 
and regulations that aren’t just unique to Civil Service. They are part of what the City 
administration…and I agree with George on this…they…we are all responsible for making sure the 
City operates its administration to comply with these rules, but there are priorities that are established 
by the Charter on who has jurisdiction over certain things. There’s the administration of personnel and 
making investigations …that rule…and rules thereunder…the Charter says Civil Service Merit Board 
has priority and makes those decisions and that our board under 1003 of the Charter (G) makes rules 
to implement Investigations or conduct of investigations. So to the extent that current Code sections 
or admin rules or anything else is inconsistent with the Charter and the board’s rules …the board’s 
rules are prime. Now that’s where the functions that we have been trying to protect is making sure 
that rules aren’t promulgated that violate the Charter sections and I don’t think anybody’s going to 
disagree with that, but when the Charter specifically says …and this is under the Charter 
too….section 231 of the Charter….the Charter says that the City of Knoxville, that would be the 
administration, shall have power to create, alter, abolish by ordinance any departments, boards, 
commissions, offices, agencies and to confer upon the same…and that’s what we’re talking about 
here…the Mayor…. or the Council or the  Mayor conferring authority to carry out powers including the 
promulgation of rules and regulations or codes but when any power is vested by this Charter in a 
specific officer, board, like the Civil Service Board, or any other agency the same shall be deemed to 
have exclusive jurisdiction within that particular field. Alright, me as a lawyer…George, you as a 
lawyer…it doesn’t take lawyers to understand that. What the Charter has said is the Civil Service 
Merit Board has specific authority and duties and powers on specific matters involving personnel, 
discrimination, equal employment opportunities…then that’s your…that’s what your powers and 
duties are. I’m not…I’m not reading the Mayor’s report as suggesting anything different from that. I 
think the Mayor’s …the Mayor’s report basically recites to a code section and that would be 2-3-1 (j) 
that on employment and affirmative action …..equal employment and affirmative action matters, the 
council has said …which I think the council has looked at the charter and said, this is the way it’s 
supposed to be on these kind of matters we’re talking about. We shouldn’t be fighting about this. “The 
Mayor, in conjunction with the Civil Service Merit Board, will issue an equal employment and 
affirmative action policy and carry out the City’s plan to provide equal employment and affirmative 
action in all employment practices.” Where the…is anybody confused by that? I don’t think so. I don’t 
think the Mayor’s confused by it. I don’t think she’s …her report is wrong on that, but what’s 
happening in here is that the Mayor has to work in conjunction  with the Civil Service Merit Board on 



  
 
establishing those policies and enforcing them. They have to work with us because the Charter says 
that certain specific things, including equal employment programs and investigations have to go 
through the Civil Service Merit Board. Now, anything beyond that is a problem. I don’t see that the 
Mayor’s suggesting …yet…because we haven’t seen the rules that are going to implement some of 
these changes. I haven’t seen them, and that’s one of the things that I think they’re going to hire 
somebody on…and that’s fine too…but what we have to do is coordinate on that so that we don’t 
have these conflicts because I think that’s where …this is me talking from just looking at all this …not 
only at 30,000 feet but maybe at 30 feet….and flying over these issues and saying this, there seems 
to be some underlying dispute on whose territory is it or who’s in charge ..or…or who’s exerting 
power or performing functions …the Charter and our code, I think, clearly state that if it’s a specific 
matter involving those investigations on personnel matters or discrimination or equal employment, the 
investigation powers of the Civil Service Merit Board are prime. Because the Charter says they are. 
Now, if the Mayor wants to formulate plans and policies he has to do that…she has to do that in 
conjunction with Civil Service. That’s because only Civil Service can develop a program for equal 
employment opportunities. That’s just what the Charter says.  

Debbie: But that means Vicki, right? 

Mike: No, that means you.  

Debbie: Well, I mean but she is the employee…the department head they so affectionately refer to as 
the executive secretary instead of Civil Service Director… 

Mike: I don’t see that the Mayor’s report is arguing with that. I think people have concerns because 
they don’t understand the difference between promulgating it, establishing it, or developing it and 
administering it. There could be a lot of people that administer the plans, policies, and practices for 
affirmative action and equal employment in the City. It doesn’t just have to be Dr. Hatfield or Dr. 
Drummond. . It can be other people. I don’t have a problem with that, but if there are conflicts with it 
then your rules control. That’s just…It’s my…not just my opinion, I think that’s what the Charter says. 
It’s not what I’m saying, it’s what the Charter says. So, if there are problems or conflicts between 
Council’s Code sections …I think there are….I don’t think that the Charter functions are being 
attacked by the City, but if the rules and the way they’re promulgated or the way they’re enforced fly 
in the face of the Charter and this board’s rules and our monitoring functions are what kick in, then 
we….then our rules control on these matters. So..that’s what I …and she didn’t really address her 
second and third questions to me…but the fourth question …I don’t want to jump ahead of 
you….Madam Chair…but, ah…I think I’ve answered her second and third question because they deal 
with …ah…Is it true the City and Civil Service are not currently following Chapter 15 …which are 
these ah…Civil Service as ah…appointed person being the officer. I think the City has been 
complying with that because the Administrative Rules have been controlled by the Civil Service 
Director.  

Debbie: Didn’t the Mayor’s report say that, though…that….  

Mike: I think the Mayor’s report…well, the Mayor’s report doesn’t… 

Debbie: But that was kind of …not…they weren’t following 15…. 

Mike: No, it doesn’t….the Mayor’s report doesn’t refer to some of the c-…the Admin Rules I’ve 
referred to like 1.03 and 1.04…if she did I…(inaudible) 



  
 
Debbie: But Chapter 15… 

Mike: But she does refer to Chapter 15, but Chapter 15 is a code section, okay? 

Debbie: …that she said was obsolete or something….I don’t have it in front of me…I don’t… 

Mike: But…but my point is this…I don’t…I think some people are reading too much into that it’s us vs. 
them. It’s not. It’s us. It’s not them and we. It’s us that should be doing this together. The Mayor’s 
recommendations …I do want to speak to this because I know we’ve been going a long 
time…because I think this is what you were really wanting …wanted to hear from me…What 
recommendations did the Mayor make that are different from the recommendations this board 
approved? Now there are some differences. And…Madam Chair, jumping ahead since that’s the 
fourth question here…let me say what those are because I’m sure the board has a chance to look at 
that, but I’ll give them my review of what I think, and then they can ask me questions, or George, or 
anyone questions …ah…about this, but that question is, “What would following their 
recommendations from the Mayor’s report do to the powers and duties of the Civil Service Merit 
Board?” It’s not going to do anything to our powers and duties because neither the Mayor or the 
Council can affect the powers and duties given to us by Charter. The report says “none.” Do I agree 
with that statement? Ah…the problem I have with what the Mayor’s report and recommendations are 
is that she has made some recommendations that are not the same as yours, and one of my 
concerns was, and it’s already come to fruition, at least in one publication….that they think …that 
someone thinks…the Mayor’s recommendations in this report are consistent with your 
recommendations, and I’ll be specific. I…I was advised by none other than Mayor Ashe that I needed 
to be a subscriber to the Compass… 

Debbie: You do. 

Mike: George… 

Debbie: You do. 

Mike: And I said, “Why?” and he said, “Well you need to know what’s going on in the courthouse… or 
in-inside the City politics, maybe” and I said, “I know more than I care to know.” And he said, “Well, 
look at this because this is where people respond sometime and say what they think is going on.” I 
looked at…and then this morning…it was very unusual that it came out this way…. I’m not sure, is 
that a picture of …I think it’s Dr….Dr. Drummond…Picture of Dr. Drummond in it…and it...what…the 
headline was …ah…that City Council had received a report from the Mayor and that there had been 
these recommendations ….and this is one of my concerns was that…is the Mayor going to make 
a…is the Mayor’s recommendations …are they going to be looked at as being our recommendations? 
And I’m just reading from Compass, and this was…It says this…as reported by Scott Barker. He 
says…ah…”The recommendations developed by…developed by... the City’s Human Resources 
Department, Law Department, and the Civil Service Merit Board are the following…”  Now, I will say 
this, some of the Mayor’s recommendations track what the recommendations we’ve made…some of 
them are…have nothing …are not recommendations we’ve made…and some of them change the 
recommendations you made. So my concern with that is…we need to get with the Mayor …we need 
to get with whomever …and we need to make it known that the Mayor’s recommendations verbatim 
were not something this board has approved.  

Debbie: But they…they got that off the instructions which said the city was going to work with…they 
were ordered to work with Civil Service and HR… 



  
 
Mike: (inaudible) 

Debbie: No, that’s what Council said… 

Mike: I know but… 

Debbie: …who to work with…so that’s where they got… 

Mike: I didn’t know that Council acted…I thought the Ma-…I thought the Council just got the report 
and there was no discussion… 

Debbie: Council was the one that told them, though, to do that back in July or when-…was it July, 
Vicki? 

Vicki: Mmm-hmmm… 

Debbie: And said to work with HR, Civil Service, and the Law Department and construct a report 
…and get it to the Mayor. 

Mike: Well, let me just…I’ll finish my statements by saying this…if you’ve had a chance to…to look at 
the report …I’ll be…I’ll try to answer questions …but you need to focus on the Mayor’s 
recommendations because…and then the recommendations that you passed. Now, I’m …I’ve got a 
short summary of what those are if you want to hear it, and I’ll give you my …ah….I guess 2 cents 
worth about what the differences are. Some of them are very subtle …ah…there were …there were a 
few …ah…and then there’s some that really had nothing to do …that they were not recommendations 
that looked like they were brought to us to look at because we…we never saw this until the report 
was filed with the …ah…with the Council. I saw…I didn’t see this report until last …I guess Friday or 
so…so…and…and again I’d like to look at the report more because I believe the Mayor did a good 
job…and I believe…I believe a lot of this is people just not underst—and I’m not saying the Mayor 
didn’t understand something…I’m saying people that are upset …ah…maybe don’t …are not reading 
it the way I just…that I would read it, but there are recommendations the Mayor has made that are 
different from yours. Let me tell you what those are….ah….and then we can go from there. Ah…you 
should see…. what I did, I just put the Mayor’s recommendations out and then I looked at…at 
ah….y’all’s report and your recommendations that you approved in your November meeting. That’s 
what I did. They’re not long. There’s not…there’s not…there’s a couple of pages, and ah…I’ll highlight 
the ones that …and then you can ask me questions if you have some questions, but for instance, 
there was a…ah…the ah…data collection recommendations that were …Civil Service was going to 
provide investigations in an index of complaints and outcomes …ah…over a past number of years 
…like 15 years. Is that how long you have been doing this?  

Vicki: Mmm…hmm. 

Mike: Ah…and…then there would be an index of these investigations and Civil Service’s 
recommendation and what this board approved, was that Civil Service would create this index and 
would go forward with it, and what the Mayor suggested, and again, the Mayor’s suggestions are not 
too far off, but it says this…the Mayor says …”Maintain an index summarizing complaints and 
outcomes” and states that at this time of the report that the Civil Service Merit Board through its 
executive secretary, our director, had indexed past discrimination or harassment complaint records 
and summarized the outcome of those complaints for the past 5 years, and intends to expand that 
index to include the past 15 years. That…that’s what we recommended…what you 
recommended…what we approved. Ah…the Mayor’s report says this index should be continued 



  
 
going forward, not by Civil Service, but as a shared project by, and in aide of, the office of the Mayor, 
the Department of Human Resources…ah…the Department of Law…and the Civil Service Merit 
Board in monitoring, tracking and reviewing. So we wouldn’t be active in doing that, other than being 
in a monitoring role …again….because…they want to do it. Again, they vs. us? It shouldn’t be th—we 
and them again. It should be us doing this. (inaudible) …it looks like the Mayor …and again…I might 
be reading that wrong…I may be reading that wrong …but that index idea, rather than us doing it 
moving forward will be …ah…ah…won’t be Civil Service. It’ll be …ah…it’ll just be us monitoring. 
That’s the way I read that.  

Stephanie: George….(pointing at screen) 

Mike: Yeah…George?  

Amanda: George? 

George: (speaking but no one in the room can hear him) 

Mike: (inaudible) 

Amanda: Oh, we can’t hear you George.  

Vicki: Oh… 

Amanda: Can you hear us? 

Vicki: Are you muted?  

Mike: Are you muted? 

(Several speaking – inaudible) 

Amanda: We still can’t hear you. 

Vicki: (checking laptop and settings)… (inaudible)…There is nothing. 

Debbie: It hit a 2.5 hour time limit…. 

(Several speaking – inaudible) 

Mike: Can you hear us? 

Amanda: Can you hear us, George? 

George: (thumbs up) 

Amanda: Yes, he can hear us. We just can’t hear him.  

Vicki: I see nothing. He’s not muted….I’m going to try muting him and then…(inaudible) 

Amanda: You could put…George, you could put your comment in the chat…as an option…is there a 
chat function? 

George: (shakes head) 

Vicki: (inaudible – still looking at laptop) 

Amanda: No… 



  
 
Debbie: Can you read lips? 

(Several speaking – inaudible) 

Amanda: Now you are muted George. Can you unmute yourself?  

Amanda: Still can’t hear you.  

Vicki: Okay, I will have to…if he’s putting it in the chat, I’ll have to get it from the chat… 

Mike: (inaudible) …hard day for technology… 

Vicki: I know… 

Amanda: Well, and I have an obligation at 4:30… 

(Several speaking – inaudible) 

Mike: George, can you hear us?  

George: (nods…thumbs up) 

(Several speaking – inaudible) 

Amanda: He can hear us. We just can’t hear him. (Several speaking – inaudible) 

Mike: Let me do this….this is…this is becoming counterproductive, in my mind… 

Debbie: You think?  

Mike: Let me make a report…and again I…let me make a report to the board and send it to George 
…send it to everybody…on what I see the differences are in what we’ve done …what 
we….and…and…vs. what…what her report seems to say. Is that…and then….we can…we can…we 
can have it at our next meeting or we can have a special meeting or we can do whatever, but this is 
important and I want us all to be clear  on what we’re doing and I want to hear George’s responses 
and I want him to hear ours. We don’t need to do this 2 or 3 times, but I think that we’ve already been 
here for several hours and people are having to leave so rather than this becoming even more 
disjunctive that’s my suggestion to Madam Chair, of course that’s for you and the board to decide if.. 

Debbie: There’s no audience ‘cause it’s their quittin’ time… 

Amanda: Do…do…does someone want to make a motion that Mike prepare a report and present it to 
George that we might could present and discuss in more detail at the next meeting? 

Debbie: I make a motion (inaudible) 

Amanda: Do I have a second? 

Stephanie: Yes. 

Amanda: Okay…any further discussion on that? All in favor? 

Debbie: Aye. 

Stephanie: Aye. 

Amanda: Aye. 



  
 
Amanda: Any opposed? I…I think that’s a good solution. One question I do have is will City Council 
be meeting or taking this up in…at any specific time…date or time that we need to make them aware 
that we did not have the level of input then…into the report (inaudible)… 

Mike: I don’t …I don’t know… 

Amanda: Okay… 

Debbie: Um…s- …they know. 

Amanda: Okay.  

Debbie: They know, I’m pretty sure. 

Amanda: Well I think that …I think that would be helpful for them to have that…those comments and 
then George can have an opportunity to review them and then we can take that up… 

Mike: I intend to talk to George about it…. 

Amanda: Oh, that’d be great… 

Mike: Okay…and tell him what …what I’m looking at…and ah…and maybe give …and I’m not trying 
to create work for George …(inaudible) into anything …but George and I can talk and work together 
I’m sure…and if my reading of the report is not accurate, then I can talk to him about it …and 
ah…report that to the board as well. 

Amanda: I think that would be helpful.  

Mike: Alright. 

Amanda: Do we have any other …any other matters we need to try to discuss today? It’s been kind of 
a marathon meeting….(laughs)…Do I have a motion to adjourn? 

Debbie: You do. So moved. Oh wait… 

Amanda: Oh, there are some questions in the chat… 

Vicki: Those…well there’s one…they were just people saying that they could hear George… 

Mike: They can hear him… 

Amanda: They can hear him but we just can’t hear him… 

Debbie: So he’s probably badmouthing us because we’re the only ones that can’t hear it… 

Stephanie: (inaudible) …about the speakers… 

Amanda: Thank you for bringing that up…I appreciate it… 

Vicki: (inaudible) Councilwoman Parker is requesting our report on the recommendations regarding 
anti-discrimination policies… 

Mike: She wants our report that we made to the Mayor.  

Amanda: Okay. 

Mike: That would be a…that would be another way to do it.  



  
 
Amanda: Okay.  

Vicki: (inaudible off screen) 

Amanda: Who’s asking for it?  

Mike: Amelia Parker. 

Debbie: Amelia.  

Amanda: Councilwoman Parker would like a copy of the report that we issued in November. Is 
that…that’s something I think we should vote on before we just distribute it. Do I…do I have a 
motion? 

Debbie: You have a motion to provide that to Council in general, not just to Amelia I wouldn’t think. 

Amanda: Well, that might make sense to give it to everybody and not just one Council member, what 
do you think? 

Mike: Well that’s up to y’all…what y’all… 

Debbie: That’s my motion… to give it to all Council. 

Amanda: Do we have a second on that? To provide our report? 

Stephanie: Second. 

Amanda: Okay. Any discussion? All in favor? 

Stephanie: Aye. 

Debbie: Aye. 

Amanda: Aye. Any opposed? Okay. We’ll do that and that way she’ll have it and the rest of Council 
will have it as well. And then we’ll let Mike work with …um… George to… um..iron out any…any 
questions that we have. Okay. Great. Do I have a motion to adjourn?  

Debbie: You do.  

Stephanie: Second.  

Amanda: All in favor? Aye. 

Debbie: Aye. 

Stephanie: Aye.  

Amanda: Thank you all. Appreciate your time.  

 

 

 

 

 



  
 
 



MINUTES 
CIVIL SERVICE MERIT BOARD 

PUBLIC HEARING 
DECEMBER 08, 2021 

A Public Hearing of the Civil Service Merit Board (hereinafter referred to as the Board) was held on 
Wednesday, December 08, 2021 at approximately 1:47 p.m. in Room 461 of the City County Building.  
Amanda Busby called the meeting to order.  Vicki Hatfield, Executive Secretary, and Mike Winchester, Board 
Attorney, were also present. George Shields, City Law Department, was present via Zoom video. 

Board members present: 
Amanda Busby 
Stephanie Taylor 
Debbie Helsley 
Bill Lyons 

Jamie Ballinger was unable to attend.  

The purpose of the public hearing was to receive input on proposed amendments to the following Civil Service 
Merit Board Rules and Regulations: 

1. Rule amendments to Article 15 “Requisition and Certification” of the Civil Service Merit Board Rules
and Regulations. 

2. Rule amendments to Article 21 “Promotions” of the Civil Service Merit Board Rules and Regulations.

3. Rule amendments to Article 25 “Classification and Compensation” of the Civil Service Merit Board
Rules and Regulations. 

(A complete copy of the proposed rule amendments is attached and becomes a part of these Minutes.) 

Ms. Busby asked if anyone was there to speak to the rules.  Mr. Steve King, of the Engineering Department 
spoke to the rules.  Ms. Busby read email comments from Ms. Stephanie Guptail of the Finance Department. 
Ms. Busby closed the meeting.  The Public Hearing was adjourned at 2:28 p.m. 
A detailed transcript is provided as part of these minutes. 

_____________________________ 
Presiding Chair 

_______________________________ 
Vicki Hatfield 
Executive Secretary/Director 



MINUTES 
CIVIL SERVICE MERIT BOARD MEETING 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 08, 2021 1:30 P.M. 
CONFERENCE ROOM 461, CITY COUNTY BUILDING 

 

 

 
A meeting of the Civil Service Merit Board (hereinafter referred to as the Board) held on Wednesday, December 
08, 2021 that began at approximately 1:48 p.m. and ended abruptly, approximately 4:28 p.m., due to technical 
difficulties in Conference room 461.  Amanda Busby called this meeting to order. Vicki Hatfield, Civil Service 
Director, and Michael Winchester, Board Attorney, were also present.  George Shields, City Law Department, 
was also present via Zoom video. 
  
Board members present:   
 
Amanda Busby 
Debbie Helsley  
Stephanie Taylor 
Bill Lyons   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Jamie Ballinger was unable to attend.  
 
Amanda Busby called for approval of the Minutes of the previous business meeting held on Wednesday, 
November 10, 2021.  Bill Lyons made a motion to approve.  Debbie Helsley seconded the motion.  All Board 
members present approved the motion. 
  
George Shields from the City Law Department stated that there was a matter that arose from the Fleet Department, 
but has since been amicably resolved.  Michael Winchester, Board attorney, stated that he had nothing to report. 
 
Dr. Hatfield updated the Board that Police Recruit testing has been completed.  Dr. Hatfield commended her staff 
for getting the referral to KPD ahead of schedule.   
 
Dr. Hatfield introduced Civil Service’s newest employee, Ava Kelly.  Dr. Hatfield stated that Ms. Kelly will be 
serving in the newly created position as Office Manager.  Dr. Hatfield stated that Ava will be performing duties 
that were left as parts of several positions in the department after the split.  Dr. Hatfield stated that we are very 
excited to have her in our Department.  
 
Dr. Hatfield stated that CTV has expressed interest in broadcasting the Civil Service Merit Board meetings and 
wanted to know if this was something the Board would agree to. 
 
Dr. Lyons’ suggestion was to allow them to broadcast the meeting. 
 
Mr. Winchester stated that this was a decision the Board would have to make and that there are no restrictions on 
how public you can make the meetings. 
 
Dr. Lyons asked the Board if the meetings would be broadcasted live.  
 
Dr. Hatfield stated that it could be live; however, that is something that she would have to verify with CTV. 
 
Ms. Busby asked if the recording by CTV would be in addition to how the meetings are currently being recorded.   



 
Dr. Hatfield stated that it will likely be a live feed connected to the technology in the room. 
 
Ms. Busby asked if this was something the Board needed to vote on since we do not know the specifics of the 
technology used. 
 
Dr. Lyons made a motion to allow CTV to broadcast the Civil Service Merit Board meetings.  Debbie Helsley 
seconded the motion.  All Board members present approved the request.  
 
Dr. Hatfield stated that she would communicate specific details at the next Board meeting. 
 
Report by Civil Service Director on Mayor’s report to City Council on existing policies, practices, and 
recommendations for addressing racism/sexism in city government and Board discussion.  
 
Dr. Hatfield pointed to the handout that the Board received via email.  Dr. Hatfield asked for questions or 
comments regarding the report. 
 
Mr. Winchester suggested that the Board take action on the Rules with new business since there was a quorum 
present. 
 
Ms. Busby called for a motion to take up Rule amendments of Article 15 and Article 21 ahead of Item 4 of the 
agenda.  
 
Debbie Helsley made a motion to approve.  Dr. Lyons seconded the motion.  All Board members present approved 
the motion. 
 
Rule amendments to Article 15 “Requisition and Certification” of the Civil Service Merit Board Rules and 
Regulations. 

Ms. Busby asked if the Board had further questions or comments on the edits of Article 15. 
Ms. Busby called for a motion for approval on Article 15. 
 
Dr. Lyons made a Motion to approve.  Debbie Helsley seconded the motion.  All Board members present approved 
amendments to Article 15.  
 
Rule amendments to Article 21 “Promotions,” of the Civil Service Merit Board Rules and Regulations. 
 
Ms. Busby asked if the Board had further questions or comments on the edits of Article 21.  
Ms. Busby called for a motion for approval on Article 21. 
 
Dr. Lyons made a Motion to approve.  Debbie Helsley seconded the motion.  All Board members present approved 
amendments to Article 21.   
 
Rule amendments to Article 25 “Classification and Compensation,” of the Civil Service Merit Board Rules and 
Regulations. 
 
Ms. Busby asked if the Board had any thoughts as to deferring approval on Article 25 to a later date. 
 
Dr. Taylor stated that she would like to defer approving Article 25 to a later date. 
 
Ms. Busby clarified that if additional edits were made, there would have to be another public hearing. 
 



Ms. Busby called for a motion to defer amendments to Article 25 until the next meeting. 
Dr. Lyons made a motion to approve.  Debbie Helsley seconded the motion.  All Board members present approved 
the motion. 
 
Dr. Hatfield requested clarification from Mr. Winchester on deferring Rule 25 as to whether she was being asked 
to bring the same Rule back for a second public hearing or whether the changes discussed in the public hearing 
were to be made and then brought back for a second public hearing 
 
Mr. Winchester stated that the Board wanted the changes made to the Rule discussed and then suggested that it 
be republished and presented to the Board at a second public hearing. 
 
Dr. Hatfield stated that the Board had not actually discussed changes. 
 
Ms. Busby asked if a workshop would be necessary to discuss changes to Rule 25.  Ms. Busby stated that it would 
be better to have a workshop to discuss revisions and then proceed with a public hearing later.  
 
Mr. Winchester stated that the Board could have a workshop to discuss changes if desired.  Dr. Hatfield asked 
for clarification again.  She asked if the Board has a workshop, the Board cannot vote to amend the proposed 
Rule, they cannot vote to edit it, and the Board will still have to have another meeting to vote to edit this and 
then come to another hearing.  Mr. Winchester agreed and reminded everyone that business could not be 
conducted at a workshop.  
 
Dr. Hatfield stated that she could make the adjustments that Nick Bradshaw had suggested as well as any other 
issues and resubmit those at the next meeting in lieu of a workshop. 
 
Dr. Hatfield suggested if the Board had any additional edits to go ahead and submit them now. 
 
A thorough discussion of amendments to Article 25 was held with the suggestion that edits being recommended 
be brought back to the Board at a second public hearing (please see transcript). 
 
Amanda Busby stated that she will address Item 4 of the agenda to allow Mr. Steve King an opportunity to speak.  
 
Mr. King spoke regarding the Mayor’s Report to City Council on existing policies, practices and 
recommendations for addressing racism, sexism and City government.  Mr. King stated that City employees are 
interested in what Mr. Winchester has to say about Charter provisions for Civil Service.  Mr. King expressed to 
the Board what happened to him a few years ago with the Administration eliminating his position.  Mr. King 
stated that Mr. Petty was the Hearing Officer in his case and was approached with a Motion for Summary 
Judgement.  Mr. Petty ruled in Mr. King’s favor and that he retain his civil service status.  Mr. King stated that 
he is glad that the Board and Mr. Winchester are here to interpret the Charter.  Mr. King stated that the comments 
from Ms. Guptail are statements from the Civil Service Committee of the City’s Employees Association.  
 
George Shields stated that there are attorneys hired as consultants and those who are hired to represent clients. 
Mr. Shields stated, in regard to Mr. King’s case, that there was no impropriety in the way the litigation was 
conducted by Mr. Lyon.  Mr. Shields stated that the legal issues in that case were novel and there were no findings 
that Mr. Lyon did anything inappropriate.  Mr. Shields stated that he inherited the position after Mr. Lyon 
completed the litigation.  Mr. Shields also stated that after Mr. Lyon left the City, he was hired back by Civil 
Service in 2018 to review some hiring procedures.  Mr. Shields stated that we should critique Mr. Lyon on the 
basis of the work that he provides and not based on the work that he’s performed in the past. 
 
Ms. Busby stated she would read the four questions of Ms. Guptail.  The first one reads that the Mayor’s report 
does mention Charter Section 1003 of 11, which states that one of the powers and duties of the Civil Service Merit 
Board is to develop a program to provide equal employment opportunities to employees and applicants for 



employment with regards to all aspects of employment.  Code Section 2-31(J) also states, the Mayor in 
conjunction with the Civil Service Merit Board will issue an equal employment and affirmative action policy and 
carry out the City’s plans to provide equal employment and affirmative action in all employment practices; 
however, they do not seem to mention that our Code Section 2-111(c)(1)(b) assigning that function to Community 
Relations is in direct conflict with both the Charter and other Sections of the Code.  Ms. Guptail asks if Mr. 
Winchester can speak to that. 
 
Mr. Winchester stated that he does not agree that Code Section 2-111(c)(1)(b) is in conflict with our Charter 
provisions.  Mr. Winchester stated that it is more in conflict with another Code provision.  Mr. Winchester stated 
that his understanding was that it involves the Office of Community Relations.  Mr. Winchester stated that the 
City Equal Employment Office that’s referenced is the question.  Mr. Winchester stated that he did not know who 
drafted the report or what the intentions were.  Mr. Winchester stated that he did not see in the Code Section that 
that person who has the function of the City’s Equal Employment Officer.  Mr. Winchester stated that they are 
administering the City’s Equal Employment Program in compliance with it.  Mr. Winchester went on to say that 
he did not see that they are making the policy nor establishing a program which is the function the Civil Service 
Merit Board’s power to provide a program to provide for equal employment opportunities.  Mr. Winchester stated 
that it is not what the Office of Community Relations does nor is the City Equal Employment Office doing so.  
Mr. Winchester stated that the person in this position is administering the City’s Equal Employment Program and 
not establishing or developing a program through the Code Section.  Mr. Winchester stated that, in his opinion, 
there is not a conflict with the Charter.  Mr. Winchester stated that there are Code Sections that are in conflict, 
which the Mayor mentions.  Mr. Winchester stated that the Mayor’s report did not specify in Section 15-53 the 
enforcing officer of the Code (City Council Code of Ordinances) should be an appointed member of the Civil 
Service Merit Board staff.  Mr. Winchester stated that the Mayor points out in the Codes Section in Chapter 15, 
page 3 that some of those provisions are antiquated and need to be reviewed.  Mr. Winchester stated that he did 
not disagree because there might be a conflict between the Code Sections.  Mr. Winchester stated that it does not 
impact the Board’s powers and duties under the Charter.   
 
Ms. Debbie Helsley asked how many Equal Employment Officers the City has.  
 
George Shields stated that Tasha Harris is the official Compliance Officer in the position. 
 
Mr. Winchester stated that for decades the EEO’s function involving the City went through the Civil Service 
Director.  Mr. Winchester stated that the Administrative Rules, specifically Rule 1.04, has and still states that the 
Civil Service Director, on behalf of the Mayor and Department heads would administer these rules.  Mr. 
Winchester stated that for years, the Civil Service Director has tried to make the Administrative Rules of the City 
comply with the Civil Service Merit Board Rules to avoid problems.  Mr. Winchester stated that the Charter 
provisions are still in effect on rules and regulations involving employment, harassment and investigations.  Mr. 
Winchester stated that there are priorities established by the Charter on who has jurisdiction over certain things.  
Mr. Winchester stated that the administration of personnel making investigations under the Charter, states that 
the Civil Service Merit Board has priority.  Mr. Winchester stated that under 1003 of the Charter (g) makes rules 
to implement the conduct of investigations.  Mr. Winchester stated that any inconsistencies with the Charter and 
the Board’s rules would be primary.  Mr. Winchester stated that under Section 231 of the Charter, it states that 
the City of Knoxville has the power to create, alter or abolish by Ordinance any departments, boards, 
commissions, offices, agencies, and to confer authority to carry out powers including the promulgation of rules 
and regulations.  Mr. Winchester stated that if the Charter says the Civil Service Merit Board has specific 
authority, duties, and powers on specific matters involving personnel, discrimination equal employment 
opportunities, then that is what the powers and duties are.  Mr. Winchester stated that the Mayor asked to work 
in conjunction with the Civil Service Merit Board.  Mr. Winchester stated that when the Administrative Rules are 
promulgated, we should work together to avoid conflicts.  Mr. Winchester stated that his comments answered Ms. 
Guptail’s second and third questions.   
 



Mr. Winchester stated that the Mayor’s recommendations are inconsistent with the Board’s recommendations.  
Mr. Winchester compared the Mayor’s recommendations to the Board’s recommendation and noted 
inconsistencies.  
 
George Shields was in the midst of making a statement when all of a sudden the Board could not hear him due to 
a technicality with the audio equipment.  Mr. Shields stated that he could hear the Board’s comments.  
 
Mr. Winchester stated that, in light of the inability to continue the meeting with Mr. Shields being unable to speak 
where the board could hear, we should stop at this point and he would make a report to the Board and send it to 
Mr. Shields on the differences between the Board’s suggestions and the Mayor’s and that he would like to discuss 
it at the next Board meeting.  Mr. Winchester stated that this topic is important and he wants everyone to 
understand and to hear Mr. Shields’ responses. 
 
Ms. Busby called for a motion that Mr. Winchester prepare a report for Mr. Shields to discuss the issues in detail 
at the next meeting.  Debbie Helsley made a motion to approve.  Stephanie Taylor seconded the motion. All Board 
members present approved the motion. 
 
Ms. Busby asked if there was a time limit that City Council needs to be made aware that the Board did not have 
the level of input into the report.  
 
Mr. Winchester stated that he did not know. 
 
Ms. Helsley stated that City Council knows that the Board did not get a chance to have the level of input in the 
report it needed. 
 
Ms. Busby stated that it would be helpful for the Board to have the comments so that Mr. Shields could give his 
response. 
 
Mr. Winchester stated that he and Mr. Shields would speak and work together and report to the Board. 
 
Ms. Busby stated that there were some questions in the chat. 
 
Dr. Hatfield stated that Councilwoman Parker requested the Board’s report on the City’s recommendations 
regarding anti-discrimination policies. 
 
Mr. Winchester stated that Councilwoman Parker is requesting the Board’s report that was made to the Mayor. 
 
Ms. Busby stated that Councilwoman Parker would like a copy of the report the Board issued in November.  
 
Ms. Debbie Helsley suggested giving the entire Council the report. 
 
Ms. Busby called for a motion to give all City Council members a copy of the report issued in November.  Debbie 
Helsley made a motion to approve.  Stephanie Taylor seconded the motion.  All Board members present approved 
the motion.  
 
Ms. Busby called for a motion to adjourn.  Debbie Helsley made a motion to adjourn. Stephanie Taylor seconded 
the motion.  All Board members present voted yes to adjourn.  
                                    
The meeting adjourned at 4:28pm. 
 
 
 



_______________________ 
Vicki Hatfield 
Executive Secretary/Director    ______________________________ 
        Presiding Chair 





REPORT AND MEMORANDUM 
 

TO: Members of Civil Service Merit Board 
 
FROM: J. Michael Winchester, CSMB Attorney 
 
RE: Comparison and Analysis of Contents of CSMB 11/10/21 Report and Mayor’s 

Report to City Council on Racist and Sexist Practices in City Government dated 
11/30/21 

 
DATE:` January 5, 2022 
 

I.  GENERAL STATEMENT AND BACKGROUND 
 

 On July 27, 2021, the Council of the City of Knoxville (“City Council”) adopted a Substitute 
Resolution requesting the Mayor and her staff to work with the Law Department, the Human 
Resources Director, and the Director of Civil Service and the Civil Service Merit Board to study and 
make a report to City Council within 120 days regarding the City’s existing policies for racist and 
sexist practices within City Government, as well as any recommendations to strengthen this policy as 
permitted under the City’s Civil Service Rules and applicable laws (the “Resolution No. R-263-2021” 
or “Resolution”).  In response to the Resolution, the Civil Service Merit Board (“Board” or “CSMB”) 
conducted a Workshop Session on October 6, 2021, via electronic or other means of communication 
(the “CSMB Workshop”) for the purpose of reviewing items and receiving staff and other 
recommendations, including a report by the Civil Service Director (“CS Director”) relative to the 
City’s existing policies for discrimination and harassment and a discussion of the role of the Civil 
Service Department (“Civil Service”) in complaints and investigations of discrimination and 
harassment. 
 
 As a result of the Workshop Session, the CS Director of the Board completed a “Report to City 
Council – Existing Policies, Practices, and Recommendations for Addressing Racism/Sexism in 
City Government” for review and discussion at the next regular meeting of the CSMB on November 
10, 2021.  At that time, the Board reviewed the contents of the “Report” and heard comments from 
both J. Michael Winchester, the Board’s attorney, and George Shields, an Assistant Law Director.  
Based on its review of the Resolution language, the comments from Mr. Shields and Mr. Winchester, 
as well as a discussion of the Report submitted by the CS Director following the Workshop Session, 
the Board ultimately approved amendments to the Report for submission to the Mayor and her staff 
(the “CS Report”) dated November 10, 2021.  The CS Report contained existing Civil Service 
policies, practices, and recommendations for addressing racism/sexism in City Government and was 
not submitted directly to City Council but was provided by email on November 11, 2021, directly to 
Mayor Indya Kincannon (the “Mayor”) consistent with the directions of the Board. 
 
 The Mayor produced a Report of the Mayor to the Council of the City of Knoxville pursuant to 
Resolution No. R-263-2021 dated November 30, 2021 (the “Mayor’s Report”).  The Mayor’s Report 
contained a section entitled “Summary of Existing Policies” and “Recommendations”, as well as 
numerous appendices referencing various administrative rules of the City of Knoxville (“Admin. 
Rules”) and Rules and Regulations of the Civil Service Merit Board (“CS Rules” or “Board Rules”), 
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as well as a copy of the Resolution.  The contents of the Mayor’s Report, including her 
Recommendations to City Council in response to the Resolution, were not previously submitted to or 
reviewed by the Board, CS Director, or the Board’s attorney prior to completion and submission to 
City Council. 
 
 At the next regular business meeting of the Board on December 8, 2021, the Board directed that 
the Board’s attorney make a report to the Board to review and compare the contents of the CS Report 
to the Mayor’s Report as part of a comparative analysis on any differences in the contents and 
Recommendations contained in the Mayor’s Report and the CS Report.  This Report and 
Memorandum is respectfully submitted for review and consideration by the Board at its next regular 
meeting or any other special meeting as determined by the Board consistent with its rules and the 
requirements of the Open Meetings Act for public deliberation and discussion after proper public 
notice. 
 

II. AUTHORITIES AND APPLICABLE LAW FOR EXISTING  
POLICIES AND PRACTICES 

 
 The contents of both the Mayor’s Report and the CS Report include multiple references to 
sections of the Charter for the City of Knoxville (the “Charter”) and the Code of Ordinances for the 
City of Knoxville (“Code Sections”) identifying and summarizing the underlying legal authority 
granted by the Charter to both the Mayor and to the CSMB and its CS Director, as well as directors of 
departments of the City.  Both Reports also reference underlying Admin. Rules and CSMB Rules that 
implement the policies and practices for equal employment/affirmative action programs and policies 
as well as enforcement and investigation of matters of discrimination in the administration of 
personnel policies and procedure to address racist or sexist activities in hiring, transfer, and all other 
aspects of employment. 
 
 While many of the references to Charter and Code Sections as well as Admin. Rules and CSMB 
Rules are the same in both Reports, a comparative review and analysis of the legal authorities cited in 
each Report and relevant differences in the jurisdictional aspects and conflicts in enforcement and 
administration of powers and duties granted by legal authorities are set forth as follows: 
 
A. Applicable Charter Sections. 
 
 1. Mayor’s Report – The Mayor’s Report refers to Charter Section 1001 and Charter Section 
1008 for general statements of personnel policy and procedures requiring all personnel action be taken 
on a non-discriminatory basis for all City employees to be administered “consistent with State and 
Federal law and the Charter and Ordinances of the City”.  The powers and duties of the Mayor under 
Charter Sections 301 and 303(A) and (G) are included in the Mayor’s Report listing the executive and 
administrative powers and responsibilities of the Mayor to administer, supervise, and direct the 
executive branch and that “other departments, boards, commissions, officers, and agencies as are 
created by or pursuant to this Charter” also have enumerated powers and duties.  The power of 
department directors to prescribe rules and regulations “not inconsistent with this Charter or City 
Ordinance” is set forth and referenced as Charter Section 305(C) as support for the Mayor’s statement 
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on page 6 of her Report that the department directors “manage” their departments, including hiring 
and disciplining employees pursuant to applicable rules and regulations, concluding that 
“directors are the disciplinary authority in most instances of racist or sexist misconduct” [see Mayor’s 
Report, page 6 and footnotes 19 and 20]. 
 
The Mayor’s Report also makes reference to the Civil Service Merit Board powers under Charter 
Sections 1003(F)(6) and (8) as well as the Board’s power and duty “to develop a program to provide 
for equal employment opportunities to all employees and applicants for employment with 
respect to all aspects of employment” as set forth in Charter Section 1003(F)(11).  Reference is 
also made to Charter Section 1007(C) that establishes the authority for disciplinary actions taken 
against an employee and the rights of any disciplined employee to a hearing and the procedure for 
such hearing by a hearing officer pursuant to rules established by the CSMB pursuant to Charter 
Section 1003(F)(6) and (8) as to the conduct of such hearings and investigations by the Board and its 
staff pursuant to Charter Section 1003(G). 
 
 2. CS Report – The CS Report also makes reference to Charter Sections 1003(F) enumerating 
the powers and duties of the CSMB and granting authority to the Board to hear allegations of any 
persons on matters of discrimination in hiring, transfer, or promotion, neglect of duty or other 
violations of merit system principles as established by the Charter.  Further, Civil Service powers and 
duties under the Charter include investigating the administration of personnel under the authority 
of the Charter and to develop a program to provide for equal employment opportunities (EEO) to 
all employees and applicants for employment with regard to all aspects of employment as set forth 
in Charter Sections 1003(F)(4), (8), and (11) respectively.  Further, Charter Section 1003(G) provides 
that the Board shall specify rules as to the conduct of investigations, hearings, appeals of 
disciplinary actions, and all other matters necessary for the execution of its powers and duties. 
 
 3. Analysis and Comparison – Any comparison or analysis of Charter duties and powers of the 
Mayor and the executive branch relative to the CSMB requires reference to Charter Section 231 set 
forth in the CS Report but omitted from the Mayor’s Report.  Under Charter Section 231, the power 
to create, alter, or abolish by ordinance any department, board, and agencies of the City of Knoxville 
and to confer authority for carrying out their powers, including promulgation of rules and regulations 
or codes, are limited if such power is vested by the Charter in any specific officer, board, 
commission, or agency which will be deemed to have exclusive jurisdiction within that particular 
field.  To the extent that the Charter vested specific powers and duties in the CSMB under any sections 
of the Charter, including specifically Section 1003(D), (F), and (G), the Charter clearly provides that 
exclusive jurisdiction within that particular field is vested with that board or specific officer pursuant 
to Section 231.  This would include, without limitation, investigations of the administration of 
personnel, hearings of appeals relative to any personnel action adverse to an employee, hearing 
allegations on matters of discrimination in hiring, transfer, or promotion, neglect or violations of 
merit system principles, and to develop a program to provide for equal employment opportunities 
(EEO) to all employees and applicants for employment with regard to all aspects of employment 
[see Charter Section 1003(F)(4), (6), (8), and (11). 
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 The powers and duties of the Mayor and other executive departments or officers enumerated 
under Charter Section 301 are vested “pursuant to this Charter” including powers of the Mayor under 
Charter Sections 303(A) to administer, supervise, and direct activity of the City “through 
departmental directors and such other agencies as are prescribed in this Charter, general law or 
Ordinance.”.  The powers of the Mayor or any director to issue or carry out equal comployment or 
affirmative action policies, plans, and to promulgate or prescribe rules and regulations for 
administering any departments of the City relating to employment discrimination, enforcement, or to 
address charges of EEO violations and practices can only be taken consistent with CSMB Rules and 
the powers and duties granted to the CSMB, its CS Director, and classified employees or applicants 
for employment as set forth in the Charter and as confirmed by Code Sections 2-3(1)j. and 2-3(2)a.  
The rules and regulations promulgated by CSMB under Charter Section 1003(G) control any conflicts 
as between Admin. Rules and/or CSMB Rules in such matters pursuant to Charter Section 231.  
  
B. Applicable Code of Ordinance Sections. 
 
 1. Mayor’s Report – The Mayor’s Report references Code Sections 15-57 and 15-58 that deal 
with unlawful employment practices generally and unlawful practices in training programs, 
respectively, as part of the existing policies of the City.  The Mayor’s Report does not specifically 
refer to Code Section 15-53 (enforcing officer), Section 15-54 (powers of enforcing officer), Section 
15-55 (issuance of regulations by enforcing officer), or Section 15-56 (investigations and filing of 
charges and appeals of aggrieved persons).  Instead, the Mayor’s Report [page 3] states that 
“enforcement procedures have become dormant, and this division’s prohibitions are instead enforced 
through the policies and practices described throughout this Section.”  
 
 The Mayor’s Report also references Code Section 2-3(1)c. relating to the Mayor’s control over 
departments of City Government “in accordance with the Charter and City Ordinances not in conflict 
therewith.”  There is also a citation to Code Section 2-3(2)a. referencing the power of the Mayor to 
prescribe rules and regulations for the conduct of administrative agencies, and to revoke, amend, or 
suspend such rules.  As regards equal employment and affirmative action policies of the City, the 
Mayor’s Report refers to Code Section 2-3(1)j. reciting that the Mayor, in conjunction with the Civil 
Service Merit Board, will issue equal employment and affirmative action policy and carry out the 
City’s plan to provide equal employment and affirmative action in all employment practices. 
 
 The Mayor’s Report also recites to Code Section 2-111(c)(1)b. regarding the functioning of the 
“City’s Equal Employment Officer to administer the City’s Equal Employment Program with the 
objective of ensuring compliance with the equal employment laws and related executive orders.”  
The Report also states that the Office of Community Relations “maintains a complaint and 
investigatory procedure to assess and remedy, as necessary, complaints of racial discrimination in 
City activities” without reference to Charter or Code authority to do so. 
 
 Finally, the Mayor’s Report cites to Code Sections 2-391 and 2-392 which are relatively new 
enactments under the HR Ordinance adopted in 2020 granting certain powers and responsibilities of 
the Human Resources Director (“HR Director”) enumerated therein, but without reference to the 
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preamble of such Code Sections stating that such powers are “subject to the Civil Service protection 
afforded to employees under the City Charter.” 
 
 2. CS Report – The CS Report contains references to similar Code Sections contained in the 
Mayor’s Report including Code Section 2-3(1)j. and Section 2-3(2) Powers of the Mayor to prescribe 
rules and regulations “except those enacted by Council and by the Civil Service Merit Board.”  
Further, the Mayor’s authority to issue equal employment or affirmative action policies may only be 
carried out “in conjunction with the Civil Service Merit Board” which is consistent with the powers 
granted to only CSMB under Charter Section 1003(F)(11). 
 
 The CS Report includes references to Code Sections 15-53 through 15-65.  Specifically, Code 
Section 15-53 states that responsibility for carrying out provisions of these Sections of the Code are 
with “the person designated by the Mayor to carry out the functions and purposes of this division who 
shall be an appointive member of the Civil Service Board staff.”  The powers and duties of this 
“enforcing officer” are set forth in Code Section 15-54 which includes administering and enforcing 
functions of this division of the Code investigating unlawful employment practices and related powers.  
The only appointive member of the Civil Service Board staff is the CS Director. 
 
 3. Analysis and Comparison – Although the Mayor’s Report [page 3] states that certain City 
practices and enforcement procedures have become dormant in regards to addressing employment 
discrimination, both Reports recite to numerous Admin. Rules that have been promulgated, updated, 
and maintained by prior Mayors and the CS Director with the continuing approval and authority 
of the Mayors under Admin. Rules 1.01, 1.03, and 1.04.  Further, both Reports refer to Article 17 
[see CSMB Rules on investigating allegations of discrimination and/or harassment] and Article 27 
[disciplinary procedures authorized by Charter Sections 1006 and 1007].  It should be noted that 
Admin. Rules 1.05 and 1.06 referenced in both Reports contain harassment policies for the City as 
well as non-discrimination practices and prohibitions that are actively employed by both the 
staff of the CSMB and in conjunction with the Law Department and City department directors 
from time to time.  Accordingly, the reference in the Mayor’s Report to “enforcement procedures have 
become dormant” although such enforcement procedures are continuing through policies and 
procedures described in the Mayor’s Report and in the CS Report should be clarified to avoid 
inconsistency or confusion. 
 
Further, the Mayor’s Report refers to powers of the “City’s Equal Employment Officer” to administer 
the City’s Equal Employment Program, including a complaint and investigatory procedure that is not 
set forth in Code Section 2-111(c)(1)b. to authorize such practices by the Office of Community 
Relations.  This Code Section also seems to conflict with Code Sections 15-53, et seq. to the extent 
that both refer to functions or activities that overlap. As long as each of these Code Sections do not 
involve activities or functions unique to the CSMB under its power and duties set forth in Charter 
Section 1003(F)(4), (6), and (8), including procedures to hear complaints and conduct investigations 
related to discrimination or harassment in employment matters, then there is no conflict with the 
CSMB or Board Rules. 
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 It should also be noted that the CS Director has historically worked with the City Law 
Department and other department heads to ensure effective EEO administration and adherence to 
programs developed by the CSMB consistent with Charter Section 1003 (F)(11) as enumerated in 
Attachment 1 to this Memorandum, which also recites to rules, policies, and activity coordinated 
through the CS Director and the CSMB as part of the EEO program in regard to all aspects of 
employment. 
 
C. Applicable Admin. Rules and CSMB Rules. 
 
 1. Mayor’s Report – The Mayor’s Report refers to and attaches copies of Admin. Rules 1.05 
(prohibits employment discrimination, including race, gender, etc.) and Admin. Rule 1.06 (race or 
gender harassment prohibitions and policy).  There are also references to Admin. Rule 1.07 
(workplace violence policy) and Admin. Rule 11.01 (discipline).  In addition to the Admin. Rules, the 
Mayor’s Report also references Article 3 of the CSMB Rules and Regulations (Equal 
Employment/Affirmative Action Plan), Article 17 (Civil Service investigations of complaints of 
discrimination and/or harassment), and Article 27 (disciplinary actions and appeals therefrom). 
 
 These Admin. Rules are promulgated under powers available to the Mayor and department 
directors under Charter provisions that are not inconsistent with Charter powers and duties for Civil 
Service or City Ordinances for the administration and regulation of their departments.  [See Charter 
Sections 301 and 305(C).]  Further, the Mayor has authority to prescribe rules and regulations for the 
administration of City Government and to revoke, suspend, or amend any rule or regulation pursuant 
to Code Section 2.3(2)a. “except those enacted by Council and by the Civil Service Merit Board”.  
To the extent the Mayor is involved with equal employment and affirmative action policies 
implemented by Admin. Rules or otherwise, the Mayor is required by Code Section 2-3(1)j. to act “in 
conjunction with the Civil Service Merit Board” in compliance with Charter provisions granting 
power to develop an EEO program specifically to the CSMB under Charter Section 1003(F)(11). 
 
 2. CS Report – The CS Report contains similar references to the Admin. Rules contained in the 
Mayor’s Report as well as to CSMB Rules contained in Article 3, Article 17, and Article 27 of the 
CSMB Rules and Regulations. 
 
 3. Analysis and Comparison – The relevant Admin. Rules for each report have been applicable 
for the City of Knoxville for many years in addition to the CSMB Rules promulgated by the Board.  It 
is significant to point out that the Admin. Rules are administered by the Civil Service Director on 
behalf of the Mayor and by all directors and department heads of the City as set forth in Admin. 
Rule 1.04.  Pursuant to Admin. Rule 1.03, the CS Director may revise and amend the Admin. Rules 
with subsequent approval by the Mayor.  Amendments to the Admin. Rules may be initiated by the 
CS Director or others through a written request to the CS Director.  Also, the Civil Service 
Department has authority to make findings and issue opinions in relation to Admin. Rules and 
Regulations pursuant to Admin. Rule 1.04.  This procedure has been effectively followed for many 
years. 
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 It should be noted that the non-discrimination and harassment policies adopted by the City under 
Admin. Rules 1.05 and 1.06 are substantially identical to CSMB Rules in form and contents as 
well as the procedure to follow by any employee who believes they have been subjected to harassment 
due to race, color, gender, etc., by making a written complaint immediately to the CS Director.  
Oversight of the Admin. Rules by the CS Director has avoided conflicting and confusing practices 
or differences in policy or enforcement procedure between CSMB Rules and Admin. Rules 
employed by the City Government.  The investigation procedures authorized by Charter Sections 
1003(F)(4) are implemented by Article 17 of the CSMB Rule that sets forth the specific procedures 
for employee complaints and practices that include coordination with the Law Department and, as 
needed, KPD Internal Affairs, as co-investigators at the request of the CS Director.  The fact that the 
CS Director is responsible for maintenance, amendments, and taking action for both the Admin. Rules 
and CSMB Rules has avoided inconsistencies and conflicts in the language and enforcement 
practices for many years. 
 

III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 Pursuant to the request made by City Council in its Resolution, both the Mayor’s Report and the 
CS Report contained recommendations to strengthen existing policies prohibiting racist and sexist 
practices within City Government.  Based on a review and analysis of their respective 
Recommendations, both Reports overlap to some degree on data collection, including the creation 
and maintenance of an index of complaints and outcomes.  Currently, the CS Director has indexed 
past discrimination or harassment complaints and summarized the outcome for at least five (5) years.  
It would appear that both Reports recommend that the index be maintained on an ongoing basis, 
with the Mayor’s Report suggesting a shared project by and between the CSMB and its CS Director 
with the office of the Mayor and various departments of the City. Whether or not the data collection 
and indexing of complaints proceeds jointly or through Civil Service will need to be discussed and 
resolved in this process. 
 
 Both the Mayor’s Report and CS Report suggest a procedure to survey employees to gather data 
on employee’s understanding of procedures to report offenses and existing procedures for 
investigations of harassment and discrimination in employment.  The CS Report recommends Civil 
Service proceed with such surveys and activities while the Mayor’s Report recommends that Human 
Resources gather such data and information.  The differences and conflicts on how to implement 
this recommendation needs to be resolved. 
 
 Both Reports also suggest and recommend a policy review and update pertaining to both 
Admin. Rules and CSMB Rules for any overlaps that might need to be addressed pertaining to areas 
not under the authority of the Board (such as complaints and investigations of activity that are not 
based on harassment or discrimination in employment).  However, it should be noted that CSMB Rules 
promulgated pursuant to powers and authorities granted by Charter Sections 1003(F) and (G) are not 
subject to being revoked, suspended, or amended by any Admin. Rules promulgated by the 
Mayor or any department of the City pursuant to Charter Section 231 and Code Section 2-3(2)a. 
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 Both Reports recommend implementation of communication with employees by training or 
a comprehensive program to ensure employees know how to use complaint and investigation 
procedures and are aware of any revised policies and procedures.  The Mayor’s Report recommends 
that the HR Department coordinate such training of supervisors and employees, while the CS 
Report recommends that Civil Service launch a comprehensive communication program to train 
and advise employees on such procedures and policies.  To the extent that there is a conflict between 
these recommendations, it should be noted that the Charter provides that the CSMB has the power and 
duty to develop a program for EEO opportunities to all employees and applicants with regard to all 
aspects of employment pursuant to Charter Section 1003(F)(11), and to promulgate rules in support 
thereof pursuant to Charter Section 1003(G). 
 
 The Mayor’s Report and recommendations include identifying an Equal Employment Officer 
with related responsibilities as part of the Office of Community Relations to “administer the City’s 
Equal Employment Program and Policies” and recommends employment of outside counsel to make 
recommendations on how best to do so.  In connection therewith, the Mayor’s Report also recommends 
enforcement procedures in Code Sections 15-51, et seq., (identifying an EEO “enforcing officer” who 
at this time “shall be an appointive member of the Civil Service Board staff “as set forth in Code 
Section 15-53) “not be revived in their present form.”.  Any such recommendations must also take 
into account the potential conflicts with Code Sections 2-3(1)j. which requires the Mayor to act in 
conjunction with the CSMB involving equal employment and affirmative action policies and equal 
employment plans in all employment practices.   
 
 There is also potential conflict with the above Code sections and Code Section 2-111(c)(1)b. 
relating to the Office of Community Relations which identifies its manager to perform functions as 
the City’s Equal Employment Officer to “administer the City’s Equal Employment Program.”  All of 
these Code Sections potentially overlap in relation to the functions, designations, powers, and 
authority relating to Equal Employment Programs which can be administered by the Mayor and 
department directors but that can only be developed by the CSMB under its Charter powers 
previously identified herein and which cannot be overruled, amended, revoked, or modified by 
any Code Section or Admin. Rule to the contrary based on Charter Section 231. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
 In conclusion, this review, comparison, and analysis of the Mayor’s Report and CS Report 
indicate good faith efforts by the Mayor’s office and staff to work with the Civil Service Merit 
Board, the Civil Service Director, the Law Department, and HR Director to respond to the 
request from City Council contained in its Resolution regarding the City’s existing policies for racist 
and sexist practices within City Government as well as recommendations to strengthen this policy as 
permitted under the City’s Civil Service Rules and applicable laws.  The common ground established 
by both the Mayor’s Report and CS Report include programs and procedures to gather data and 
information involving complaints and investigations of discriminatory and harassment complaints 
and to educate employees and all department directors on how best to identify unlawful or 
prohibited conduct and report such activity to the proper authorities within City Government to 
effectively address improper conduct and protect all employees of City Government.  There are clear 
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differences in approach and procedures to achieve these results and Recommendations which will 
require further discussion and work by the responsible parties and to avoid impacting CSMB Rules 
and powers and duties of the CSMB granted by the Charter involving EEO practices and programs. 
  



Attachment 1 

CIVIL SERVICE DIRECTOR/EEO PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT – 
AUTHORITIES AND ACTIVITIES 

 

AUTHORITY 

Charter Sections 1003(D), (F), (G) 
Charter Sections 1005 and 1007(C) 
CSMB Rules under Article 3, Article 17, and Article 27 
CSMB Rule 801 under Article 8 (Examinations) 
CSMB Rules under Article 27 (Discipline Proceedings) and Article 28 (Grievance Procedures) 
Admin. Rules 1.01, 1.03, 1.04, 1.05, 1.06, 11.01, and 12.03 (acts with Mayor’s approval) 
 

ACTIVITIES 
 

• Ensure EEO adherence in all internal and external recruiting and application processes 
• Proposed, designed, and implemented the City’s annual “Summer in the City” intern program 

to bring disadvantaged students to work 
• Worked with department heads to implement unique diversity hiring initiatives such as the 

apprentice mechanic program and PSW I process 
• Monitor and ensure adherence to the Uniform Guidelines for selection procedures 
• Monitor adverse impact and disparate impact in testing processes 
• Prepare and maintain all EEO IV and EEOP reports as required by the EEOC 
• Provide regular Civil Rights reports to the Office of Criminal Justice Programs as required 

for KPD grants 
• Respond in conjunction with the Law Department to all EEOC complaints and requests for 

information 
• Receive, review, investigate and report on all complaints of harassment and discrimination 
• Maintained and enforced all current rules on harassment and discrimination 
• Maintained diversity metrics on employment 
• Until June 2020, conducted all diversity, discrimination, and harassment training in the City 

– at that time, 100% of city employees had participated in the training 
• Provide the ADA accommodation process for applicants 
• Until 2012, oversaw the ADA accommodation process for employees. In 2012, proposed that 

Stephanie Cook expand her role to officially be the point person on all ADA accommodations 
for employees and worked with then Mayor Rogero to create the position of ADA 
Coordinator for this purpose. Since 2012, search in tangential role working alongside 
Stephanie to support her role. 
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